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PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING AND AGENDA
Wednesday, May 27, 2020 – 6:30 p.m.
Attendance:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Got to zoom.us/join
Enter the meeting ID: 884 0760 0944
Required meeting password: 507490
Optional call-in phone number: (346) 248-7799: enter meeting ID and password when prompted.

Please send public comments to geoff@ci.garibaldi.or.us
TESTIMONY:

If you would like to submit oral testimony during the hearing, please raise your virtual
hand. To do so:
1. During a meeting, click on the icon labeled "Participants" at the
bottom center of your PC or Mac screen.
2. At the bottom of the window on the right side of the screen, click the
button labeled "Raise Hand." Your digital hand is now raised.

I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

CONSENT CALENDAR
Approval of Minutes from Hearing Date 05/20/2020……………………………..3.

III.

PUBLIC HEARING – (Continuation of May 20th Public Hearing) - Conditional Use

Application – Neah-Kah-Nie School District #56 (CU-2020-02)

A. Agenda Notes………………………………………………………………………...9.
B. Application for Conditional Use – Neah-Kah-Nie School District #56
a. Exhibit 1: Applicant Form for a Conditional Use Application……………13.
b. Exhibit 2: Applicant’s Narrative for the Conditional Use Application……18.
c. Exhibit 3: Applicant’s inquiry for height restriction waiver………………25.
d. Exhibit 3: Land Use Site Plans…………………………………………….26.
C. City of Garibaldi Staff Report……………………………………………………...29.
D. Written Testimony in Support
a. Michele Aeder……………………………………………………………..45.
b. Catherine Lewis……………………………………………………………46.
E. Written Testimony in Opposition
a. Melissa Elmore…………………………………………………………….47.
•

Rebuttal to Ms. Elmore’s testimony: Jim Fanjoy (applicant)…...50.

b. Gaylord (Whitey) Forsman………………………………………………..53.
F. Written Testimony neither in Support or Opposition………(None Received to Date)
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IV.

OLD BUSINESS: NONE

V.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Consideration of Conditional Use Application – Neah-Kah-Nie School District #56
(CU-2020-02)

VI.

ADJOURNMENT
+ Supporting documents for this agenda are available at City Hall
+ This notice has been posted at City Hall, City Reader Board, Post Office and Library
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P.O. Box 708 / 107 6th Street
Garibaldi, OR 97118
Phone: (503) 322-3327
Fax: (503) 322-3737
Email: city@ci.garibaldi.or.us
Website: www.ci.garibald.or.us
The City of Garibaldi is an equal opportunity employer and provider

PLANNING COMMISSION PUBLIC HEARING MINUTES (DRAFT)

Wednesday, May 20, 2020, 6:30 p.m.
Online meeting: Zoom (zoom.us.join)
Meeting ID: 884 0760 0944
Meeting password: 507490

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Planning Commission Chair Nathan Findling called the Public Hearing and special
Planning Commission meeting to order and opened the Public Hearing for an
application for a conditional use permit in the R-1 Zone by Nea-Kah-Nie School District
#56. at 6:33 p.m. Present were Commissioners Nathan Findling, Karna Inman, James
Buker, and Roger Cooper, City Manager Geoff Wullschlager, City Engineer/Planner
Pro-Tem Blake Lettenmaier, Administrative Assistant II Laura Schmidt. Citizens
present were Melissa Elmore, Whitey Forseman, Sandra Tyrer, Janmaire Nugent, and
Paul Erlebach Others were present but did not identify themselves. James Fanjoy
(Architect) was present representing the applicant.

II.

PUBLIC HEARING – PUBLIC HEARING OF AN APPLICATION FOR
CONDITIONAL USE IN THE R-1 ZONE BY NEA-KAH-NIE SCHOOL DISTRICT #56.
Chair Findling read aloud the following statement: “This is a quasi-judicial hearing of
the Garibaldi Planning Commission to consider an application for a conditional use in
the R-1 Zone within the City of Garibaldi. The decision that will be made here tonight
is going to be whether or not the Planning Commission should approve the requested
conditional use.”
“This is a quasi-judicial of the public hearing of the Garibaldi Planning Commission to
consider an application (PAGES 2. – 16.) for a conditional use in the R-1 Zone within
the City of Garibaldi. The decision that will be made here tonight is going to be whether
or not the Planning Commission should approve the requested conditional use.
“A copy of the staff report describing the proposed use has been available to the public
since May 13th, 2020, and City staff has been available for questions and comments
regarding the proposed use since that time. Notice of the hearing tonight has been
provided to the public through publication in the Headlight Herald on April 29th, 2020,
and through public posting at various locations in town on May 15th, 2020. Notice was
provided to property owners within 250 feet of the location of the proposed use by
posted mail in conformance with the City’s municipal code on April 27th, 2020. Notice
of this hearing was publicly posted at various locations throughout town prior to this
meeting.”
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“This hearing is an opportunity for the public to comment on the proposed use. I would
like to ask those present if there is any objection to the jurisdiction of this commission
or any of its members? This question is specific to the authority of the Garibaldi City
Planning Commission in approving or denying a request for conditional use within the
City of Garibaldi.”
Hearing no objections, Chair Findling asked if any commissioners had a declared
conflict of interest or bias regarding the matter before the commission tonight. Chair
Findling stated that his mother in law is a board member of the Neh-Kah-Nie school
district but that this would not affect his objectivity.
Chair Findling read the following statement: ““At this time I’ll have the City Planner
Pro-Tem and the City Manager summarize the Planner’s staff report and relay any
correspondence or inquiry received to date.”
Mr. Blake Lettenmaier summarized the Planner’s staff report and read aloud the
relevant sections of the Garibaldi Municipal Code. Lettenmaier commented that he
would summarize the staff report and speak to some of the high points of the
application and speak to the criteria not met. He stated that the application could be
approved if the two lots are combined as one, due to impervious surface requirements,
and other conditions of approval as contained within the staff report. If the lots are not
combined the impervious surface of lot 8,300 would be at 70.1% which is nonconforming. The proposal increases the impervious area to 70.5% If the school district
combines lots 8300 and 8700 legally the impervious surface would be 30.9%, and thus
in conformance.
On street parking is adequately satisfied but staff recommended that each space be
identified as “compact only “with appropriate signage.
He added that approval criteria for bicycle parking has not been met and
recommended that the addition of one (1) space per classroom short term, and one (1)
space per classroom long term be required of the applicant per Garibaldi municipal
code table 18.125.124. He also stated that is per Conditional Use Review, which means
that it is up to the Planning Commission if they want to make it a requirement of the
applicant.
Mr. Lettenmaier went on to state, that the application, in an effort to meet “Community
Development Pattern”, under the Garibaldi Comprehensive Plan, must consider its
impact on adjacent structures as it is a nonresidential use in a residential area. He also
stated that the use has existed near the existing site since 1907 but that the proposed
shelter may impact adjacent residential areas as it relates to scenic views. All retaining
walls should have railings on top per Oregon State Building Code. Staff believes that
the application demonstrated that the proposal is in conformance with the substantive
criteria pertinent to the request should the proposed conditions of approval be
executed via final order.
There were not questions of the City Planner Pro-Tem following the presentation of
the Staff Report.
Chair Findling then stated: “At this time, I’ll have the City Manager relay and
correspondence and written testimony or inquiry received to date since the notice of
the public hearing on April 29th, 2020.”
City Manager Geoff Wullschlager read a letter of support from Michele Aeder dated
May 17th, 2020 into the record.
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Chair Findling then stated the following: “The decision that will be made tonight is
whether or not the Planning Commission will approve of the requested use. The
decision to approve or deny the use will be adopted through a final order that staff will
prepare after the meeting tonight (If there is no continuance requested by a party to the
hearing or the Planning Commission itself) .Any appeal to the decision made here
tonight must be submitted to the City Recorder within ten days of the date that the
final order is signed. Once staff has prepared the final order and I have signed it, the
applicant will be notified along with anyone else that requests or is required to be
notified. Notification will be provided within five days of the date that the order is
signed. Are there any questions about this process?”
Ms. Melissa Elmore identified herself as a participant with a question. She wanted to
offer her testimony. City Manager Wullschlager asked if she was attempting to offer
her testimony, to which it was identified that she was. He went on to state the oral
testimony needed to be presented at the appropriate time to which the participant was
amenable. There were not questions as to the process.
Chair Findling then stated: “The Planning Commission now calls for the applicant to
present any testimony regarding their application.”
Mr. Jim Fanjoy responded and provided the application and its addressing of the
pertinent criteria of the Garibaldi Municipal Code and Comprehensive Plan. City
Manager placed the application up on the screen for those in attendance to view
application elements as Mr. Fanjoy discussed them. He discussed the size, design, and
tolerances of the building. He also expressed that the size of the building will not
exceed the current footprint of the play area by much. He went on to stated that they
will be moving the path a bit to make it ADA compliant. They are also going to put in
some new retaining walls that are current with the required earthquake code. Mr.
Fanjoy went on to describe the site characteristics and concluded his presentation.
At the end of the applicant’s testimony Cm Inman had several questions for Mr. Fanjoy:
1. If the new structure was going to cover the area that the basketball courts are
currently at, to which Mr. Fanjoy stated, “It is.” and;
2. How tall would the structure be? Mr. Fanjoy pointed out that it would be 21.9 ft. at
its peak, and 16ft. at the top of the roof line along the eaves of the building.
Cm Cooper followed up with the following inquiry:
1. What would be the proposed color of the roof of the structure. Mr. Fanjoy stated
that “It was still under review.”
The questions of the Planning Commission were then concluded and Chair Findling
stated the following: ““The Planning Commission will now call for public testimony.
The City Administration also called for participants to submit written testimony in the
public notice as posted on April 29th, 2020, if they could not participate electronically
this evening. This testimony will be taken electronically through our zoom platform.
First we will hear from Proponents, then Opponents, then people neither in support
nor in opposition to the application.”
Manager Wullschlager interjected and read the following process for public comment:
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During a meeting, click on the icon on your screen labeled ‘Participants’ at the bottom
center of your PC or Mac screen.
At the bottom of your window on the right side of the screen, click the button labeled
‘Raise Hand’. Your digital hand is not raised.
Please only raise your hand for the group you are a part of, for example do not raise
your hand to give a comment in support of the application if you are in opposition and
vice versa”
Chair Findling then went on to state: “If there are any comments on the proposed use,
please keep those comments brief and to the point. If there is an objection to a proposed
use, the objection needs to address relevant facts or information from the City’s
municipal code, the City’s comprehensive plan, the Planner’s staff report or relevant
state law. Any material produced in relation to, support or opposition of, the proposed
use must be submitted to the Recorder to be included in the record. Failure to address
a pertinent criterion at this hearing will preclude an appeal based on that criterion. Any
party may request that the record for this hearing be held open for at least seven days;
however, this request must be made prior to the close of this hearing, and is subject to
the requirements of ORS 227.178 which requires the governing body of a city or its
designee to take final action on an application for a permit, including resolution of all
appeals within 120 days after the application is deemed complete. The City received
and deemed the application complete on March 2nd, 2020.
Comments are limited to three minutes. Persons wishing to speak must first be
recognized by the chair and the meeting administrator and must state their name and
address. If you are representing another person or entity, please state who that is and
what your connection to that person or entity is.
I will take any Proponents’ testimony first.”
There was no oral testimony offered in support of the proposed application.
Chair Findling then stated: “I will now take any Opponents testimony. Please keep in
mind that the applicant gets three minutes to respond to each opponent. If the
applicant gives any new information during their rebuttal, the opponent in turn gets
an additional three minutes to respond.”
There was no oral testimony offered in opposition to the proposed application.
Chair Findling then stated: “I will now take any Neutral testimony.”
Ms. Melissa Elmore identified herself as wanting to provide testimony and was
recognized by Chair Findling. She was addressed as “Councilwoman” to which she
replied she as participating in the meeting as a citizen, not a councilperson. Chair
Findling stated that since she is on the Council that is why she was being recognized
in this fashion. Ms. Elmore protested and stated that she was an individual citizen for
the submission of her testimony.
Ms. Elmore presented several concerns regarding the application. With staff not having
these in written format, and with problems with zoom buffering, it was hard to identify
the specific criteria, but it appeared that her position was that the application did not
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meet the “Community Development Pattern” of the Garibaldi Comprehensive Plan, as
the application made a number of assertions that it would not have negative impacts
on adjoining properties, without any measurements or presentations of how this was
met.
Ms. Elmore continued to speak and was asked by Chair Findling to cease the offering
of testimony as it had gone beyond the three-minute limit. Ms. Elmore stated that she
did not have much more to submit and asked if she could finish to which Chair
Findling allowed her to go forward.
Ms. Elmore offered an extension of her testimony further expressing her concern
regarding the height of the building, and her properties exposure to the new structure
with concerns regarding parking and foot traffic in her neighborhood, and people
having access to her property.
Chair Findling asked Ms. Elmore to stop as she had exceeded the time that the Chair
felt was appropriate. He did so by gaveling down the submission of further testimony.
Chair Findling asked why the testimony had not been submitted in writing before the
hearing as it was lengthy. Ms. Elmore stated that she had not had the adequate
preparation time to prepare a written document prior to the meeting. Chair Findling
suggested that Ms. Elmore prepare her testimony in written form and submit it so that
it could be considered as he said he had already planned to keep the record open for a
minimum of fourteen (14) days. City Manager Wullschlager asked for a point of order
and stated that the record is only required to be kept open for a minimum of seven (7)
days. Chair Findling stated he was aware of this requirement but wanted to make space
for an adequate amount of time for submission and review.
Cm Cooper stated that the presentation of evidence left him not hearing all the details,
and he too would like to see it in document form.
Chair Findling stated: “Are there any questions from the commission about comments
received at this time?”, to which there were none.
Chair Findling then asked: “Is there a request to keep the record open?”, to which Ms.
Elmore asked for the record to remain open for at least seven days.
City Manager Geoff Wullschlager asked the Planning Commissioners present to
deliberate on dates for the extension of the hearing. The Planning Commission
concluded on a period of seven (7) days, and agreed to meet on May 27th at 6:30 p.m.,
on zoon thus meeting the time and place certain requirement for extensions of hearings
under Oregon land use law.
Chair Findling closed the hearing at 7:30 p.m. and reconvened the special meeting of
the Garibaldi Planning Commission.

IV.

NEW BUSINESS

A. Consideration of Conditional Use Application – Neah-Kah-Nie School District
#56 (CU-2020-02)

There was no further consideration of application CU 2020-02 as it there had been an
extension to the hearing applied.
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ADJOURMENT
Chair Findling adjourned the meeting at 7:32 p.m.

______________________________
Chair: Nathan Findling
____________________________
Attest: Geoff Wullschlager
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City Hall, PO Box 708, Garibaldi, OR 97118
Office: (503) 322-3327 | Fax: (503) 322-3737
City Manager email: john@ci.garibaldi.or.us

PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING AND PUBLIC HEARING AGENDA NOTES

Monday, May 27, 2020 – 6:30 p.m.
Council Chambers, Garibaldi City Hall
107 6th Street, Garibaldi OR, 97118

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Acting Commission Chair Nathan Findling should call the meeting to order. Please note time
for the record.

II.

PUBLIC HEARING OF AN APPLICATION FOR CONDITIONAL USE DEVELOPMENT IN
THE R-1 ZONE BY NEA-KAH-NIE SCHOOL DISTRICT: The chair should start by opening
the public hearing and saying following: “This is a quasi-judicial continuance of the public
hearing of the Garibaldi Planning Commission originally opened on May 20th, 2020, to
consider an application (PAGES 13. – 28.) for a conditional use in the R-1 Zone within
the City of Garibaldi. This continuance was granted in accordance with a request for persons
to present and rebut new evidence, arguments or testimony regarding the application. The
decision that will be made here tonight is going to be whether or not the Planning
Commission should approve the requested conditional use.
“A copy of the staff report describing the proposed use has been available to the public
since May 13th, 2020, and City staff has been available for questions and comments
regarding the proposed use since that time. Notice of the hearing tonight has been provided
to the public through publication in the Headlight Herald on April 29th, 2020, and through
public posting at various locations in town on May 15th, 2020. Notice was provided to
property owners within 250 feet of the location of the proposed use by posted mail in
conformance with the City’s municipal code on April 2th, 2020. Notice of this continuance
was publicly posted at various locations throughout town prior to this meeting.
“This continuance of hearing is an opportunity for the public to comment on the proposed
use. I would like to ask those present if there is any objection to the jurisdiction of this
commission or any of its members? This question is specific to the authority of the Garibaldi
City Planning Commission in approving or denying a request for conditional use within the
City of Garibaldi.”
Wait to see if there is a response. If there is, advise the person making the response
that they have to address the question that was just asked. If they get off topic, cut
them off, and ask the question again. There can’t be any confusion about what the
issue is, so just make sure that any public present understands what you’re asking.
If someone raises a point, staff will try and address it. The rest of these notes assume
that there isn’t a legitimate objection to the jurisdiction of the commission.
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City Hall, PO Box 708, Garibaldi, OR 97118
Office: (503) 322-3327 | Fax: (503) 322-3737
City Manager email: john@ci.garibaldi.or.us

If there are no objections state the following: “Hearing no objections to the jurisdiction of
this commission, I would like to ask if any member of this commission has any conflict of
interest or bias regarding the matter before the commission tonight.”
There shouldn’t be any issue, but if you have any questions about what you think is
a conflict of interest or a bias, now is the time to ask. If any member of the commission
has talked to Mr. Fanjoy or a representative from the Neah-Kah-Nie School District or
a member of the public about the application, you should mention that and summarize
the conversation. You don’t need to recuse yourself for conversations about the
application, but you should mention them before proceeding. Depending on what is
stated, we’ll proceed with the public hearing. I don’t think there will be any issues, so
the next statements are based on the assumption that the commission will be able to
make a decision tonight.
“At this time, I’ll ask the members of the Planning Commission if they would like the City
Planner Pro-Tem and the City Manager to summarize, clarify, or revisit any part of the
Planner’s staff report that was delivered on originally on May 20th, 2020. (PAGES 29.–
44.)

Wait to see if any member of the Planning Commission would like City staff to revisit
in whole or part any of the staff report, or if they have any clarifying questions. The
City Planner can go through the report again. If so, note the effect of the requested
use, and make any other comments on the application relevant to the commission’s
decision tonight. if there are any questions please ask so we can get them out of the
way during the hearing.
“I now ask the City Planner Pro-Tem and City Manager to relay any correspondence or
inquiry received to date since the declaration of continuance on May 20th, 2020. If you have
submitted written testimony, and you are present and would like to speak, please hold your
comments or further testimony until I ask for oral testimony.”
I will relay any correspondence, or written testimony received. Please note that this
is not the time for those that have submitted written testimony to enter into any sort
of presentation with the commission. Once we’re done the Chair should ask if there
are any other questions of the commission before proceeding.
Are there any other questions of the commission before proceeding?
If no:
“The decision that will be made tonight is whether or not the Planning Commission will
approve of the requested use. The decision to approve or deny the use will be adopted
through a final order that staff will prepare after the meeting tonight. Any appeal to the
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City Hall, PO Box 708, Garibaldi, OR 97118
Office: (503) 322-3327 | Fax: (503) 322-3737
City Manager email: john@ci.garibaldi.or.us

decision made here tonight must be submitted to the City Recorder within ten days of the
date that the final order is signed. Once staff has prepared the final order and I have signed
it, the applicant will be notified along with anyone else that requests or is required to be
notified. Notification will be provided within five days of the date that the order is signed. Are
there any questions about this process?”
You may get a few questions at this point. You can let the City Planner – Pro-Tem and
I answer any of these questions.
APPLICANTS TESTIMONY – “The Planning Commission now calls for the applicant to
present any new testimony regarding their application. Please keep in mind, that the
commission may ask questions of the applicant, but members of the public in attendance
should save any testimony for public testimony.”
This is an opportunity for the applicant or their representative(s) to present any new
information/testimony regarding the application as submitted. Keep in mind, this is
also not the appropriate time for any back and forth between the applicant and any
members of the public in attendance.
PUBLIC COMMENT - “The Planning Commission will now call for any new public testimony.
If there are any comments on the proposed use, please keep those comments brief and to
the point. If there is an objection to a proposed use, the objection needs to address relevant
facts or information from the City’s municipal code, the City’s comprehensive plan, the
Planner’s staff report or relevant State law. Any material produced in relation to, support or
opposition of, the proposed use must be submitted to the Recorder to be included in the
record. Failure to address a pertinent criterion at this hearing will preclude an appeal based
on that criterion. Any party may request that the record for this hearing be held open for at
least seven days for a second extension of hearing; however, this request must be made
prior to the close of this hearing, and is subject to the requirements of ORS 227.178, and
ORS 197.763 which requires the governing body of a city or its designee to take final action
on an application for a permit, including resolution of all appeals within 120 days after the
application is deemed complete, and limits a second extension to the purview of the
presiding body, the Garibaldi Planning Commission. The City received and deemed the
application complete on May 2nd, 2019.
Comments are limited to three minutes. Persons wishing to speak must first be recognized
by the chair, and must state their name and address. If you are representing another person
or entity, please state who that is and what your connection to that person or entity is.”
I’ll hand the sign-in sheet (if we are conducting an in-person meeting or will recognize
participants that elect to be recognized by virtual means) to the chair and he/she can
start going through the names. I will keep a list as well to ensure that we follow the
order of testimony correctly You’ll want to take proponents comments first,
opponents second and neutral testimony last,
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City Hall, PO Box 708, Garibaldi, OR 97118
Office: (503) 322-3327 | Fax: (503) 322-3737
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The applicant gets three minutes to respond to each opponent. If the applicant gives
new information during their rebuttal, the opponent that they addressed gets an
additional three minutes to respond. Once someone starts talking you’ll want to make
sure they don’t get interrupted. If a person has a specific objection to the proposed
use, they need to make that objection at this time.
“I will take any Proponents’ testimony first.”
Please re-indicate that in a virtual meeting it is important for those wishing to speak,
to only identify themselves if they are proponents at this time.
As we don’t have a sign in sheet, we will ask participants to identify themselves for
the record and they can then offer their testimony.
“I will now take any Opponents testimony. Please keep in mind that the applicant gets
three minutes to respond to each opponent. If the applicant gives any new information
during their rebuttal, the opponent in turn gets an additional three minutes to respond.”
Let anyone who has been identified by the meeting administrator in opposition to
the application make public comment at this time. Please follow the standards as
described above in the proponent’s category.
“I will now take any Neutral testimony.”
Let anyone who has been identified by the meeting administrator as neutral to the
application make public comment at this time. Please follow the standards as
described above in the proponent’s category.
“Are there any questions from the commission about comments received at this time?”
This gives the commissioners a chance to clarify anything they’ve heard. Since we
are still in the public hearing I would suggest that the commission stay on topic with
what has been said during the public comment.
“Is there a request to keep the record open?”
If such a request is made, the commission needs to consider the request, and then
take a motion and second, followed by a vote to keep the record open for at least
seven days. This second request to keep the record open is at the discretion of a
majority of the Planning Commission consistent with ORS 197.763. If this happens,
the chair should set a date to reconvene at a time and place certain and the hearing
will be concluded at that time. There are no special noticing requirements for
reconvening.
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Neah-Kah-Nie School District #56

attn. Paul Erlebach, Superintendent

PO Box 28
Rockaway Beach

OR

97136

504 N. Third Ave

(503) 355-2222

X

Tax lots:
1N10W21AB-08700
1N10W21AB-08300

Garibaldi R1
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ATTACHMENTS
In order to process this application, the Ciiy will need, In addition to this application form:
o Apptioant's statement[see "APPLICANT'SSTATEMENT,-below}.
o A plot plan showing the proposed location and dimensions of what you need tile conditional use to be
able to do (and ALSO the location and dlmensicms ·of the other improvements on the property.
[Basics/ly, show everything you can-parking lo~s. driveways, trees, bordering streets end structures-to give the
Planning commission e •snapshot• of what It all looks like end what you want to do.}

o An application ·fee of$ 420

($ 525

In the Commercial zone) pursuant to resolution 2008-09.

MAILING LIST
Section 11.020 of the zoning ordinance requires notice by first-class mail to every landownetw)thln 200 feet
of the outside boundaries of the subject property, at least 20 days in advance of the Planning Commission's
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• •-

vance of the hearing. The City prepares the malling list from the City's landuse database, and sends out the
notices. This ·noticing" is the primary cost your application fee is paying for (and that's why the fee Is not
refundable).

APPLICANT'S STATEMENT
Attach a statement summarizing why you think it's a good idea for the Planning Commission to grant the
conditional use. {In ·planner's language,· this Is caned •proposed findings of fact.-) By Jaw, the Planning
Commission is not allowed to say just •yes" or "no· in land-use matters-they have to say why they said
"yes• or Uno.") Your statement should attempt to give them •hooks• to hang a "yes• decision on.
APPLICANT'S CERTIFICATION
As the applicant(s) and owner(s) of the property described herein, I/we realize that this application f9its
upon the above answers and accompanying data, and do hereby affirm and certify under penalty of
perjury that the foregoing statements and ans~rs are In all respects true and correct to the best of rny/
our knowledge.
··
Signature(s)
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OWNER CONSENT {If applicant is not the owner of the property]
I/we, as owner(s) of the abovedescrlbed property, hereby authorize and consent to this application.
Slgnature(s)

Printed/Typed Name

Date

N/A

2/~

APPLICATION RECEIVE€) [date]
/2."2.o BY:
APPLICATION FEE OF$ lfl()-OfJ t REtEtVED[cla-te...::11--"~;..../.QJl.a..A,O;'---~W
-R-EC
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Neah.;Kah-Nie School District #56 FILENAME _c_u_2_0_20-_02_ _ _ _

APPLICANl

TYPE OF ACTION

DATE FILED . 2..,27~2020

Conditional Use

DATE FEE PAID . 3-2-.2020

AMOUNT $ 420.00

RECEIPT NO.

16
5

_NA
_ _ _ __

SCHEDULED FOR PLANNING COt.NISStON ACTION ( d a t e ] - - - - - - - - SCHEDULED FOR CITY COUNClL ACTION { d a t e / - - - - - - - -

THIS FILE INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING:

EXHIBIT
NO .

PROVIDED BY APPLICANT
t 11'" 1'9> At

X

*
*

X

OWNER'S STi'.TEMENT frf owner
different from applicant)
APPLICANTS STATEMENT

•

X

PLOT PLAN

NA

t - , , - - - - •"-- •-' • '1 ~ -

w

APPLICATION

• ..

· - ~,. -- ·

SUBJECT PROPERTY

1N10W21;AB-087Q0
1N10W21AB-08300
..

GENERATED BY CITY

*

•
•

I

X:

MAILING LIST of all landowners-within 200 feet

X

NOTICE TO LANDOWNERS

X

PUBLISHED NOTlCE In Headfight..HefltlCI

X

POSTED NOTICE

NA

NOTICE TO DI.CO [requl~

-',,-----

*

tt

NA
*

I

I I X

ror ion& chartge)

AFFIDAVIT OF NOTICE
PLAT MAP

STAFF REPORT {If any]
t'

ADDITIONAL EXHlBITS R.ECE.IVED BY PLANNING COMMISSION

x

*

Construction plans

I

* See application

**

Pending publisher

--

- -·--- -
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BRITlf [E~~
ARCHITECTURE, INC.

Date: 27 February, 2020
To:

Garibaldi planning commission

Re:

Applicant's statement, Garibaldi elementary playground shelter

Thank you for taking the time to review our application for conditional use. What follows is a
narrative response to the various issues relating to the Garibaldi Municipal Code. If you have
any questions, please don't hesitate to contact me.
Address:
Tax Lot:
Applicants:
Owner:
Zoning:

604 Cypress Ave, Garibaldi
1N10W21AB #08300 & #08700
Neah-Kah-Nie School District #56
Same
R-1 (Residential)

passages from the Garibaldi Municipal Code appear in italics
18.15.030: Conditional uses permitted. In an R-1 zone, the following uses are permitted subject to the
provisions of Chapter 18.185 GMC and GMC 18.15.040:

C. Schools, churches and community buildings.

The property will continue to be used as a grade school. The proposed new structure
will be a 4,800 square foot open-sided structure that will cover the playground so that
the students can play outdoors during the rainy season. It will also serve a secondary
role as a place for community members to assemble out of the rain during a natural
disaster.
18.15.040 Standards and criteria.
In an R-1 zone, the following standards and criteria shall apply to all uses:
A. The minimum lot size for single-family dwellings, modular housing and manufactured dwellings
shall be 5,000 square feet.
B. The minimum lot size for duplexes shall be 7,500 square feet.
C. The minimum lot size for a triplex shall be 10,000 square feet. The minimum lot size for
multifamily dwellings, structures containing four or more dwelling units shall be 10,000 square feet
for the first three dwelling units and 1,500 square feet for each dwelling unit thereafter.

None of provisions A through C apply.
D. The minimum lot width shall be 30 feet.
E. The minimum front yard shall be 10 feet.
F. The minimum rear yard shall be five feet.
G. The minimum side yard shall be five feet, except on a street side it shall be 10 feet.

The proposed structure complies with the lot sizes and setbacks as shown on the site
plan.
H. The maximum building height shall be 24 feet.
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The building height is 21 '-9", several feet lower than allowed.
I. The total amount of the lot on which structures and other impemous surfaces may be constructed
shall not exceed 50 percent.

The lot size is 166,830sf and the existing plus new structures total 43,304sf which is
below the 50% threshold.
J. Manufactured dwellings shall meet the requirements of GMC 18.155.010.

This provision does not apply.
K. Parking requirements of Chapter 18. 125 GMC shall be adhered to.

See below.
L. A clear vision area on corner lots shall be provided and maintained pursuant to GMC 18. 95.010.

The lot is a corner lot, and the proposed structure is not within the clear vision area.
M. Accessory uses and structures shall comply with GMC 18. 135.010. [Ord. 304 Art. 111(2), 2008; Ord.
290 § 3(3.010(3)), 2006.J

The proposed structure is for human habitation and not classified as an accessory
structure per 18.135.10
Article II. Automobile Parking Standards
18.125.030 Vehicle parking - Minimum standards by use.
Grade school: 1 per classroom, or per CU review

The school has 8 classrooms. 17 parking spaces are currently provided and the site is
compliant without any additional spaces. 7 new on-street spaces will be created.
18.125.040 Vehicle parking - Minimum accessible parking.

A Accessible parking shall be provided for all uses in accordance with the standards in Table
18.125.030; parking spaces used to meet the standards in Table 18.125.040, Minimum Number of
Accessible Parking Spaces, shall be counted toward meeting off-street parking requirements in Table
18. 125.030;

1 accessible space is required for 25 or less parking spaces. There is one accessible
space currently, which will continue to serve the new total of 24 spaces.
B. Such parking shall be located in close proximity to building entrances and shall be designed to
permit occupants of vehicles to reach the entrance on an unobstructed path or walkway;

The accessible space is located immediately adjacent to the north entrance.
C. Accessible spaces shall be grouped in pairs where possible;
D. Where covered parking is provided, covered accessible spaces shall be provided in the same ratio as
covered nonaccessible spaces;

Provisions C and Dare not applicable.
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E. Required accessible parking spaces shall be identified with signs and pavement markings identifying
them as reserved for persons with disabWties; signs shall be posted directly in front of the parking
space at a height of no less than 42 inches and no more than 72 inches above pavement level. Van
spaces shall be spedfkally identified as such.

The existing accessible parking space is identified as described.
18. 125.050 On-street parking.
On-street parking shall conform to the following standards:
A. Dimensions. The following constitutes one on-street parking space:
1. Parallel parking, each 22 feet of uninterrupted curb;
2. Forty-five or 60 degree diagonal, each with 10 to 12 feet of curb;
3. Ninety degree (perpendicular) parking, each with 12 feet of curb.

There are 69 feet available for 90° (perpendicular) on street parking at the area
immediately south of the proposed playground cover, on the north side of Cypress Ave.
At the 12' curb length stated in GMC 18.125.050 above, that would yield 6 spaces. If
we use the stall width shown in GMC 18.125.090 (parking area layout), it shows 8'6"
for 90° parking width, which would yield 7 spaces. We have shown it as 7 spaces for
this application, but will stripe it as 6 if the city prefers.
8. Location. Parking may be counted toward the minimum standards in Table 18. 125.030 when it is on
the block face abutting the subject land use. An on-street parking space must not obstruct a required
clear vision area and it must not violate any law or street standard.

The additional parking spaces created along Cypress Ave are not necessary to meet the
parking requirements of this code. They will not obstruct traffic or clear vision areas.
C. Public Use Required for Credit. On-street parking spaces counted toward meeting the parking

requirements of a spedfk use may not be used exclusively by that use, but shall be available for
general public use at all times. Signs or other actions that limit general public use of on-street spaces
are prohibited. [Ord. 304 Art. IV(3), 2008; Ord. 290 § 3(4.060(3)(C)), 2006.)

The new parking spaces along Cypress Ave will be available for general use and not
restricted to school employees.
18. 125.060 Shared parking.
18.125.070 Off-site parking.

This project features neither shared nor off-site parking.
18. 125.080 General parking standards.
A. Location. Parking is allowed only on streets, within garages, carports, and other structures, or on
driveways or parking lots that have been developed in conformance with this code. Street parking
spaces shall not include space in a vehicle travel lane (including emergency or fire access lanes),
public right-of-way, pedestrian accessway, landscape, or other undesignated area.

Parking will only be in parking lots or on-street. No parking will encroach on a vehicle
travel lane.
8. Mixed Uses. If more than one type of land use occupies a single structure or parcel of land, the
total requirements for off-street automobile parking shall be the sum of the requirements for all
uses, unless it can be shown that the peak parking demands are actually less (i.e., the uses operate on
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different days or at different times of the day). The city may reduce the total parking required
accordingly through land use review.

Not applicable, this is a single-use project.
C. Availability of Facilities. Owners of off-street parking facilities may post a sign indicating that all
parking on the site is available only for residents, customers, and/or employees. Signs shall conform
to the standards of Chapter 18. 120 GMC.

There is no plan to change the availability of off-street parking.
D. Lighting. Parking areas shall have lighting to provide at least two foot-candles of illumination over
parking spaces and walkways. Light standards shall be directed downward only and shielded to
prevent lighting spillover into any adjacent residential district or use.

There will be no change to the existing parking lot lighting.
E. Screening of Parking Areas. Parking spaces shall be located or screened so that head(ights do not
shine onto adjacent residential uses. [Ord. 290 § 3(4.060(3)(F)), 2006.)

Headlights from cars parking at the new parking area will shine towards the new
retaining wall, blocking glare.
18. 125.090 Parking stall design and minimum dimensions.
All off-street parking spaces shall be improved to conform to city standards for surfacing, storm water
management, and striping. Standard parking spaces shall conform to the following standards and the
dimensions in Figure 18. 125.090(1), Parking Area Layout, and Figure 18. 125.090(2), Disabled Person
Parking Requirements, and Table 18.125. 120, Minimum Required Bicycle Parking Spaces:
A. Motor vehicle parking spaces shall measure eight feet, six inches wide by 18 feet long or by 16 feet
long, with not more than a two-foot overhang when allowed;
B. All parallel motor vehicle parking spaces shall measure eight feet, six inches by 22 feet;
C. Parking area layout shall conform to the dimensions in Figures 18.125.090(1) and (2), and Table
18. 125.090, Parking Area Layout, below;

The new parking spaces created along Cypress Street meet these dimensional
requirements.
D. Parking areas shall conform to Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) standards for parking spaces
(dimensions, van accessible parking spaces, etc.). Parking structure vertical clearance, van accessible
parking spaces, should refer to federal ADA guideUnes; and

No new accessible spaces will be created.
E. Bicycle parking shall be on a two-foot by six-foot minimum concrete pad per bike, or within a
garage or patio of residential use.

Refer to discussion in Article Ill: Bicycle Parking Requirements
Article Ill. Bicycle Parking Requirements
18.125.110 Background.
This article implements part of the Transportation Planning Rule, which requires bicycle parking. (OAR
660-012-0045)
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All uses that are subject to site design review shall provide bicycle parking, in conformance with the
standards in Table 18. 125. 120, and GMC 18.125. 120 through 18. 125. 190. [Ord. 290 § 3(4.060(4)),
2006.)
18. 125.120 Minimum required bicycle parking spaces: Uses shall provide long- and short-term bicycle
parking spaces, as designated in Table 18.125. 120. Where two options are provided (e.g., two spaces,
or one per eight bedrooms), the option resulting in more bicycle parking is used.
Schools, grades 2-5: 1 per classroom

There is currently no bicycle parking provided at the school. The project wilt not
change the use of the property or increase the number of occupants beyond the
current conditions, so we propose to not increase the amount of bicycle spaces
provided.
Article IV. Loading Areas
18. 125.220 Applicability.
This article applies to residential projects with 50 or more dwelling units, and nonresidential and
mixed-use buildings with 20,000 square feet or more total floor area. [Ord. 290 § 3(4.060(5)(B)),
2006.)

The total area of all school buildings is 43,304sf, therefore this section applies.
18. 125.230 Number of loading spaces.
A. Residential Buildings. Buildings where all of the floor area is in residential use shall meet the
following standards:
1. Fewer than 50 dwelling units on a site that abuts a local street: No loading spaces are required.
2. All other buildings: One space.
8. Nonresidential and Mixed-Use Buildings. Buildings where any floor area is in nonresidential use
shall meet the following standards:
1. Less than 20,000 square feet total floor area: No loading spaces required.
2. Twenty thousand to 50,000 square feet of total floor area: One loading space.
3. More than 50,000 square feet of total floor area: Two loading spaces. [Ord. 290 § 3(4.060(5)(C)),
2006.)

This is a nonresidential building with 43,304sf so one loading space is required. A
loading space already exists on the east end of the school, near the cafeteria.
18. 125.240 Size of spaces.
Required loading spaces shall be at least 35 feet long and 10 feet wide, and shall have a height
clearance of at least 13 feet. [Ord. 290 § 3(4.060(5)(0)), 2006.)

The exiting space meets these requirements.
18.125.250 Placement, setbacks, and landscaping.
Loading areas shall conform to the setback and perimeter landscaping standards in Divisions II and Ill
of this title. Where parking areas are prohibited between a building and the street, loading areas are
also prohibited. The decision body may approve a loading area adjacent to or within the street rightof-way through site design review or conditional use permit review, as applicable, where it finds that
loading and unloading operations are short in duration (i.e., less than one hour), do not obstruct
traffic during peak traffic hours, or interfere with emergency response service. [Ord. 290 § 3(4.060(5)
(E)), 2006.]

The existing loading area conforms and will not be modified as part of this project.
18. 185.020 Conditional use review criteria.
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Before a conditional use is approved, findings will be made that the use will comply with the
following standards:
A. The proposed use is consistent with the policies of the comprehensive plan.

The proposed structure meets the requirements of the comprehensive plan, as
demonstrated by the documents in this submittal. It will provide a benefit to the
community while respecting the land use rights of adjacent property owners . .
B. The location, size, design and operating characteristics of the proposed use are such that the
development will have a minimum impact on surrounding properties.

There will be no additional automobile or pedestrian traffic generated as a result of
this proposal. Noises generated will be limited to children playing, which is an existing
situation. No additional dust, smells, or vibrations will be generated. Due to the slope
of the hill above, the new structure will not shade adjacent properties.
C. The use will not generate excessive traffic when compared to the traffic generated by uses
permitted outright and adjacent streets have the capacity to accommodate the traffic .generated.

The new playground shelter will generate no additional traffic, as it will be used by
students that are already attending the school for classes.
D. Public facilities and services are adequate to accommodate the proposed use.

There are already facilities and services in place to serve the students of the school,
and no additional occupants will be generated by the addition of this playground
shelter.
E. The site's physical characteristics in terms of topography, soils and other pertinent considerations
are appropriate for the intended use.

The site is already benched for the current playground. Engineered retaining walls will
be provided to further stabilize the adjacent slopes. The loads imposed on the soils by
the structure will be relatively light, with the limits described in the Oregon Structural
Specialty Code.
F. The site has adequate area to accommodate the proposed use. The site layout has been designed to
provide appropriate access points, on-site drives, parking areas, loading areas, storage facilities,
setbacks, buffers, utilities or other fadUties which are required by dty ordinances or desired by the
applicant. [Ord. 290 § 3(6.020), 2006.}

The site will maintain many of the pedestrian circulation routes already used for the
playground, including access to the existing school and upper playground. The project
area will be compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act. There will be a
separate access route and gate for lawn maintenance equipment. We have
coordinated with the PUD to remove two redundant light poles.
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In summary, the playground shelter for the Garibaldi elementary school will provide an
improved learning environment for the students as well as a place for community members to
gather during natural disaster. The elementary school has been serving the children of
Garibaldi for decades, and it is with the greatest respect and pride that we propose this
project to improve the school's facilities.

Respectfully Submitted,

fA
James M Fanjoy
Project Architect
Brittell Architecture Inc.
35820 rt' St, Nehalem OR 97131
(360) 636-5074
jim@brittellarch.com
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Date: 26 May, 2020
To:

Garibaldi planning commission

Re:

Height criteria, Garibaldi Grade School playground shelter

To the members of the planning commissionOne of the staff recommendations as a condition of approval is that we maintain a
maximum building height of 21’-9”. GMC 18.15.040 section H allows for 24’ building
height. We designed the building to be as low as possible, to respect the neighbors
while still providing adequate clearance underneath for the playground. This is also
allows us some wiggle room for construction tolerances and field conditions so that
we are still in compliance if the building comes out a few inches taller than planned.
Though we intend to keep the building at or near the height shown on the drawings, I
am concerned about a 21’-9” restriction because it is lower than we show on our
drawings (21’-9 1/8”), and allows us no margin of error during construction. Though
we do not intend to use the full height available to us in the code, we would like the
conditions of approval to not include this height restriction that is beyond what the
code requires. Would that be possible?

Respectfully Submitted,

James M Fanjoy
Project Architect
Brittell Architecture Inc.
35820 7th St, Nehalem OR 97131
(360) 636-5074
jim@brittellarch.com
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DRIFTWOOD AVE

GENERAL SITE NOTES
1. REMOVE ALL ASPHALT IN AREA
OF WORK
2. RETAIN ALL DEMOLISHED
SPORTS EQUIPMENT FOR
REUSE BY OWNER

CODE SUMMARY
Project Description
The project is an open-sided manufactured metal
building to cover an outdoor play area.
Occupancy & Use [302.1]
A-3: gymnasiums (without spectator seating)

(E) RETAINING
WALL TO REMAIN

(E) LIGHT POLE TO BE
REMOVED BY UTILITY

2
A1

REMOVE SHED DURING
CONSTRUCTION AND
REPLACE AT END OF
PROJECT

DEMO (E)
GOALS

DASHED LINE INDICATES
PROJECT AREA

(E) SCHOOL BUILDING
>80' TO PROP LINE

POCHE INDICATES EXTENT
OF NEW CONCRETE. FOR
SLAB SPECS, SEE
1 / S1

DEMO (E)
GOAL

SITE TAX LOTS:
1N10W21AB-08700
1N10W21AB-08300

PROPOSED
STRUCTURE

Building Height & Area [503]
building height:
<25' (55' allowed)
stories:
1 (2 allowed)
basement:
none

6TH STREET

DEMO SEGMENTAL
RETAINING WALL AS REQ'D
FOR INSTALLATION OF NEW
WORK. RESTACK AT THIS
LOCATION TO MEET NEW
CONC. WALL

Construction type [602.1]
Type IIIB

17' - 9 29/32"
TO PROP LINE

(E) CATCHBASIN
TO REMAIN

Longview WA - Newberg OR - Nehalem OR
www.BrittellArch.com

actual area:
4,800sf
basic allowable area [T503]: 9,500sf
Fire Resistance Data
Fire Resistance Requirements [601]:
Structural Frame
0
Roofs & Secondary Members
0

(E) SCHOOL BUILDING

EXISTING SCHOOL

WV

DEMO (E)
CONC WALL

NEW CHAIN LINK
FENCE TO MEET (E)

WM
WM

Fire alarm & detection system: Not required for A-3
occupancy with less than 300 occupants.

CYPRESS AVE

(7) 9x18 PARKING SPACES

5
HATCH INDICATES NEW ASPHALT
PAVING TO BLEND WITH CITY STREET

NEW CHAIN LINK
FENCE & GATE TO
MEET (E)

DEMO (E) CHAIN
LINK FENCE

Fire Supression & Detection [903 & 907]:
Fire sprinkler system: Not required for A-3
occupancy with less than 300 occupants and fire
area less than 12,000sf.

WV WV
WV

22' - 2 21/32"
TO PROP LINE

16' - 0"

WV

Building Exiting
Design Occupancy Load [1004.1.1]:
4,800 sf x 50sf/ occupant (exercise areas) = 96
occupants

SITE PLAN
1" = 50'-0"

A1

Egress Width [1005.1], Door Swing [1008.1.2],
Panic Hardware [1008.1.10], Exit Signs [1011]:
Not applicable, building is open on all sides.

8

PROP LINE

Accessibility:
This facility complies with Chapter 11 requirements
for accessible route.

A2
MATCH (E) WALK
(E) LIGHT POLE TO BE
REMOVED BY UTILITY

SITE PLAN DETAIL
1" = 20'-0"

A1

5' - 0"

A2
3

1' - 0"

2
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REMOVE & REINSTALL
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1" / 1'-0"

CONNECT TO
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8' - 0"

30' - 0"
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NEW ASPHALTIC PAVING.
BLEND W/ (E) CITY PAVING. SEE
7 / A3.1

5' - 0"

6
6
TRENCH DRAIN
A2

A3.1

MATCH (E)

APPROXIMATE EXTENTS OF
PLAYGROUND STRUCTURE,
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2
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6
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HALF COURT
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STRIPING BY
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1
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604 Cypress Ave
Garibaldi, OR 97118

FNDN

Playground Shelter

FNDN

Date
12/4/2019
3/12/2020

FNDN

Description
ISSUED FOR PERMIT
CO-1, add south wall

FNDN

14
14 4
3

CO

No.

FNDN
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5

A3.1

1

133' - 6"

131' - 0"
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Garibaldi Elementary School
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3
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Project number

1921-A

EXISTING SCHOOL

EXISTING SCHOOL
FFL= 131.33'± (E)

A1
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6
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GRADING & ELEVATION PLAN
1" = 10'-0"

C

B

A
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1
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FLOOR PLAN
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FLOOR & SITE
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MAIN BRG
16' - 0"
Sim

EXISTING BUILDING

5
A3.1

3
A3.1

FLOOR REF
0"
T.O. FOOTING
-1' - 0"
PARKING
-4' - 0"

8
A2

BUILDING SECTIONS ARE FOR GENERAL
ORIENTATION ONLY. REFER TO DETAILED
SECTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION

BUILDING SECTION E/W
1/8" = 1'-0"

7
A2

BUILDING SECTION N/S
1/8" = 1'-0"

D

FINISH NOTES
FINISH MATERIALS
CONCRETE SLABS: LIGHT BROOM FINISH

5
1-1/2"Ø PIPE HANDRAIL
@36" ABOVE RAMP W/
1'-0" EXTENSIONS TOP
& BOTTOM

6

A

5

4

Sim

3

GUARD RAIL

A3.1
WALL BALL
STRIPING BY
OWNER

METAL BUILDING SOFFIT PANELS: PVDF FINISH,
COLOR TO BE SELECTED BY ARCHITECT FROM
MANUFACTURER'S STANDARD RANGE

CONCRETE
RETAINING WALL

FLOOR REF
0"

METAL BUILDING STRUCTURE AND INCIDENTAL
STRUCTUTRAL STEEL: PVDF POWDER COATED
AFTER FABRICATION, COLOR TO BE SELECTED BY
ARCHITECT

T.O. FOOTING
-1' - 0"

LIGHT-GAUGE STEEL FRAMING: G90

6
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WEST RETAINING WALL
ELEVATION
1/8" = 1'-0"

NORTH RETAINING WALL
ELEVATION
1/8" = 1'-0"

5
A2

7

8

A2

A2

MIDDLE GIRT

MAIN BRG
16' - 0"

MAIN BRG
16' - 0"
DS
WALK BRG
10' - 0"

Date
12/4/2019
3/12/2020

WALK BRG
10' - 0"
BASKETBALL
GOAL

FLOOR REF
0"

METAL BUILDING SIDING
BELOW MIDDLE GIRT

T.O. FOOTING
PARKING
-1' - 0"
-4' - 0"

A2

3

NORTH ELEVATION
1/8" = 1'-0"

A2

5/8" CDX PLYWOOD
SCREWED TO GIRTS W/ #10
TEK SCREWS @8" OC,
PRIMED & (2) COATS PAINT

BUILDING HEIGHT CALCULATIONS
CENTERWALL (E) GRADE: 132.5', 130.7', 132.9', 131.2'
AVERAGE (E) GRADE ELEVATION: 131.8'
MAX ELEV. @ TALLEST POINT: 155.8'
PROPOSED: 131.0'+21.8' = 152.8'

7

WEST ELEVATION
1/8" = 1'-0"

8
A2

A2

21' - 9 1/8"

TALLEST POINT
OF BUILDING

1

4

No.

EXISTING SCHOOL

8' - 0" ±

COLD-ROLLLED STEEL
GIRTS @ 2'-0" OC BY PEMB
SUPPLIER

FLOOR REF
0"
T.O. FOOTING
-1' - 0"

1'-0"

MAIN BRG
16' - 0"

FLOOR REF
0"

HATCH INDICATES
TRANSLUSCENT WALL PANELS
ABOVE MIDHEIGHT GIRT

MAIN BRG
16' - 0"

WALK BRG
10' - 0"

STA

3"

CONC. SLAB

DS

WALK BRG
10' - 0"

3/13/2020 7:31:42 AM

9

JAMES M FANJOY

NEHALEM, OREGON

TE

T.O. FOOTING
-1' - 0"

A2

D ARC
ERE

TECT
HI

2"

GO
N

GALV HOG PANELS 5ga/
8" GRID, FASTENED TO
GIRTS @24" OC

B

604 Cypress Ave
Garibaldi, OR 97118

TRANSLUSCENT WALL
PANELS ABOVE MIDDLE
GIRT

METAL BUILDING ROOFING PANELS: PVDF FINISH,
COLOR TO BE SELECTED BY ARCHITECT FROM
MANUFACTURER'S STANDARD RANGE

C

Garibaldi Elementary School

GUARD AND HAND RAILS: TYPE 316 STAINLESS
STEEL, BRUSHED SATIN FINISH

5
A3.1

D

Playground Shelter

CONCRETE, VERTICAL: STEEL FORM FINISH. PATCH
SNAP CONE HOLES FLUSH.

Description
ISSUED FOR PERMIT
CO-1, add south wall

PEMB ROOF
ASSEMBLY

REGI S
T

MAIN BRG
16' - 0"

O F ORE

Project number
FLOOR REF
0"
T.O. FOOTING
-1' - 0"

WALL SECTION- SOUTH
3/4" = 1'-0"

FLOOR REF
0"
T.O. FOOTING
-1' - 0"

PARKING
-4' - 0"

2
A2

SOUTH ELEVATION
1/8" = 1'-0"

1

1
A2

EAST ELEVATION
1/8" = 1'-0"

1921-A

A2
ELEVATIONS &
BUILDING
SECTIONS

28
16

FOUNDATION SCHEDULE

13 METAL BUILDING SYSTEMS
1. Provide shop drawings indicating dimensions,
locations of structural members, connections,
panel layout, general construction details,
anchors, anchor bolt setting locations & sizes,
foundation loads, welding connections, and seal
of professional engineer licensed in the state
where the project it located.
2. Provide structural calculations package
prepared and sealed by an engineer licensed in
the state where the project is located.
3. Design must conform with loads shown in
structural sheet as well and all applicable
building codes.
4. Perform work in accordance with AISC 360 and
MBMA recommendations.
5. Manufacturer: basis of design is Pacific Building
Systems, www.pbsbuildings.com. Contact Neil
Chambers (800) 727-7844. Substitutions are
permitted, submit proposal to architect no less
than 10 business days before bids are due.
6. Wall and roof systems: preformed prefinished
metal panels with sub-girt framing and
anchorage assembly.
7. Provide drainage to exterior for water entering
or condensation occurring within wall or roof
system.
8. Provide trim, closure peices, caps, flashings,
gutters, downspouts, rain water diverters,
fascia, and infills as required for a complete
installation. Same material and thickeness as
exterior sheets and brake formed to required
profiles.
9. Form gutters in maximum possible lengths,
allowing for expansion at joints.

PLAN

MARK
A
B
C
D
E
F

CAST IRON DOWNSPOUT BOOT

LENGTH
5' - 0"
4' - 0"
2' - 6"

15psf
20psf
1500psf
1/90

DEAD LOAD, ROOF
SNOW LOAD (+DRIFTING, IF INDICATED ON PLANS)
ALLOWABLE SOIL BEARING PRESSURE, ASSUMED
DEFLECTION CRITERIA FOR EXTERIOR WALL AND ROOF SYSTEMS

WIND
SEISMIC

Vu=135MPH, EXPOSURE "C"
Sds= 1.00g, DESIGN CATEGORY "D"

3.
4.

LOADING CONDITIONS PER ASCE7-16

Longview WA - Newberg OR - Nehalem OR
www.BrittellArch.com

STRUCTURAL NOTES
1.

CONC SLAB ON GRADE
DOUBLE AND
TURN DOWN WWF
REINFORCEMENT

NOTES

STRUCTURAL SUMMARY

FOUNDATION SIZING IS PRELIMINARY FOR BIDDING PURPOSES ONLY.
SUCCESSFUL BIDDER MUST SUBMIT SEALED FOUNDATION REACTIONS
FROM METAL BUILDING ENGINEER TO ARCHITECT, WHO WILL THEN ISSUE
A REVISED FOUNDATION SHEET TO ACCOMMODATE ACTUAL LOADING
CONDITIONS.
DESIGN METAIL BUILDING SUCH THAT REACTIONS AT BASE ARE SHEAR
OR AXIAL ONLY, SO THAT NO MOMENT TRANSFER OCCURS AT THE
FOUNDATION.
PROVIDE PORTAL FRAMES AS REQUIRED TO ELIMINATE X-BRACING IN
SIDEWALLS
ALL STRUCTURAL STEEL COMPONENTS TO BE HOT DIP GALVANIZED. ALL
LIGHT GAUGE METAL FRAMING TO BE G90 OR BETTER.

T.O. SLAB
SEE PLAN

SEE SITE PLAN FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING SLAB
ELEVATIONS RELATIVE TO GRADE

T.O. FOOTING
SEE PLAN
SLAB ON GRADE ASSEMBLY

1' - 0"

3/4" NONSHRINK GROUT &
LEVELING NUTS

FOUNDATION, SEE

1 / S1

8"

SECTION

4
S1

3

SLAB EDGE DETAIL
3/4" = 1'-0"

S1

D

METAL BUILDING FOOTING
3/4" = 1'-0"

C

8

B

A

A2

E EL.-2' - 6"

D EL.-2' - 0"

F EL.-2' - 6"

4

8

4' - 0"

S1

A2

6

6
CONTROL JOINTS 1"
DEEP TOOLED ON
GRID LINES AND @20'
OC MAX

A EL.-3' - 6"

20' - 0"

20' - 0"

B EL.-3' - 6"

A EL.-3' - 6"

Z-PURLINS, SIZE & SPACING
PER BUILDING MFR

D EL.-5' - 8"

A EL.-3' - 6"

A EL.-3' - 6"

E EL.-2' - 6"

80' - 0"

80' - 0"

ENGINEERED METAL BUILDING
MOMENT FRAMES

20' - 0"

CONCRETE FLOOR SLAB
4" CONC. W/ 6x6 W4.0xW4.0 WWF
OVER 4" COMPACTED GRANULAR
FILL. LIGHT BROOM FINISH. POUR
SLAB DEAD FLAT BETWEEN
GRIDLINES 2 & 6, AND A & D

4
#5 x 8'-0" LONG U-BAR AT
MID-DEPTH OF SLAB, TO
WRAP AROUND ALL MAIN
COLUMNS

D EL.-2' - 0"

EQ

20' - 0"

PROVIDE EXTRA FRAMING AS
REQUIRED TO SUPPORT
BASKETBALL GOAL.
COORDINATE LOADS AND
ATTACHMENT REQUIREMENTS
WITH GOAL MFR

3

3
7
A2

20' - 0"

A EL.-3' - 6"

12' - 10"

C EL.-2' - 6"

C EL.-2' - 6"

12' - 0"

B EL.-3' - 6"

3' - 6"

1

1

EXISTING BUILDING

EXISTING BUILDING
24' - 0"

24' - 0"

12' - 0"

C

B

A

8
A2

D

ROOF FRAMING PLAN
1/8" = 1'-0"

JAMES M FANJOY

NEHALEM, OREGON

TE

O F ORE

Project number

C

B

A

8

2
S1

D ARC
ERE

1921-A

24' - 0"

60' - 0"

60' - 0"

D

B EL.-3' - 6"

D EL.-5' - 8"

12' - 0"

RIDGE

C EL.-2' - 6"

TECT
HI

3' - 0"

C EL.-2' - 6"

REGI S
T

2

4' - 0"

12' - 0"

2' - 0"

HSS COLUMNS FOR
BREEZEWAY, BY
METAL BUILDING MFR

2

2' - 0"

2' - 0"

2' - 0"

10' - 0"

8' - 0"
3" / 1'-0"

CANOPY
EXTENSIONS
(TYP)

4' - 0"

ENGINEERED METAL
BUILDING FRAME

GO
N

INDICATES
SLOPE (TYP)

No.

7
A2

1

7
A2

20' - 0"

7

Description
ISSUED FOR PERMIT
CO-1, add south wall

A EL.-3' - 6"

A2

3' - 0"

4

20' - 0"

EQ

10' - 0"

Playground Shelter

5

20' - 0"

RIDGE

5

604 Cypress Ave
Garibaldi, OR 97118

F EL.-2' - 6"

Garibaldi Elementary School

B EL.-3' - 6"

Date
12/4/2019
3/12/2020

2' - 0"

4' - 0"

1

24' - 0"

3/13/2020 7:31:43 AM

REINFORCING
(8) #6 E.W. @BOT, (5) #6 E.W. @TOP
(6) #6 E.W. @BOT, (4) #6 E.W. @TOP
(3) #5 E.W. TOP & BOT
#4 @12" OC T&B SHORT WAY & #4 @16" OC T&B CONT.
#5 @12" OC T&B SHORT WAY & #4 @16" OC T&B CONT.
#5 @12" OC T&B SHORT WAY & #4 @16" OC T&B CONT.

1.

2.

ANCHOR BOLTS, COORDINATE
W/ METAL BUILDING SUPPLIER

WIDTH
5' - 0"
4' - 0"
2' - 6"
2' - 8"
4' - 8"
6' - 0"

ENGINEERED METAL BUILDING NOTES

METAL BUILDING COLUMN

CONCRETE "DIAMOND"
POURED SEPARATELY
W/ CONTROL JOINT &
POURABLE SEALANT
OVER COMPRESSIVE
FILLER

MINIMUM
THICKNESS
2' - 6"
2' - 6"
1' - 6"
1' - 0"
1' - 6"
1' - 6"

STA

03 CONCRETE
1. All concrete work shall, at minimum, conform to the
most current ACI-301 standards specification for
structural concrete and current ACI-318 building
code requirements for reinforced concrete.
Concrete compressive tests shall be performed in
accordance with ASTM C39, with results forwarded
to the Architect. One set of specimens shall be
taken for each day of pouring and each 100cyd.
Each set shall include one specimen tested at 7
days, 2 tested at 28 days, and one retained in
reserve. Protect cylinders from freezing.
2. Follow recommendations of ACI-305R when
placing concrete during hot weather and ACI-306R
during cold weather.
3. Form materials shall be contractor's choice and
design responsibility, selected from standard
products with sufficient strength to withstand
hydrostatic head without distortion in excess of
permitted tolerances and for easy removal without
damage to concrete. Form facing for exposed
surfaces shall be steel unless otherwise noted;
release agents shall not adversely affect concrete
or interfere with application of coatings. Do not
remove bracing until the concrete has attained the
specified compressive strength (F'c); for walls
supporting soil loads, do not remove until after
backfilling is complete.
4. Reinforcing bars shall be ASTM A615A/615M
grade 60 deformed billet steel bars; welded wire
fabric shall be ASTM A185, plain type, flat sheets,
lapped 14" min.; tie wire shall be annealed,
minimum 16ga wire; chairs, bolsters, bar supports,
and spacers shall be sized and shaped for
adequate support of reinforcement during
placement. Hooks to be standard ACI
lengths.When installing reinforcement, comply with
ACI-301, clean reinforcement of loose rust and mill
scale and accurately position, support and secure
to insure minimum coverage, install welded wire
reinforcement in maximum possible lengths, offset
laps in both directions and tie splice laps with tie
wire. Lap all bar splices 30xbar diameter, lap all
corner bars. Minimum concrete cover for
reinforcing shall be:
a. Footings: 3"
b. Walls: 2"
c. Piers: 1-1/2" @ ties
d. Slabs on grade: mid depth
5. Concrete mix design shall comply with ACI
specification ACI-211.1 standard practice for
selecting proportions for normal, heavyweight and
mass concrete; admixtures to be added as
recommended by ACI-211.1, at rates specified by
the manufacturer; submit a list of admixtures and
ratios to Architect for review. Concrete slump (at
point of placement) shall not exceed 5” unless
clearly shown by supplier that mix will meet or
exceed all design criteria. Use the following
minimum compressive strengths unless noted
otherwise:
a. Exterior concrete: 4,500 psi @ 28 days, 6%
air entrainment
b. Footings, foundations, walls: 4,000 psi @ 28
days
c. Interior slabs on grade: 3,500 psi @ 28 days
(1,800 psi @ 3 days)
d. Lean concrete backfill: 1,500 psi @ 28 days
6. Gravel placed below slabs shall be crushed stone
or other acceptable fill as approved by architect.
Under no circumstances shall pea gravel or other
smooth round stones be placed below slabs.
7. Joint filler shall be compressible asphalt mastic
with felt faces, complying with ASTM D994, 1/4"
thick and 4" deep.
8. Connecting to existing concrete: Clean with a steel
brush and apply bonding agent in accordance with
manufacturer's instructions. Dowel to existing work
with steel rods, sized as indicated on drawings, in
drilled holes packed solid with non-shrink metallic
grout.
9. Concrete finishing: Repair surface defects,
including tie holes immediately after removing
formwork. Rub down or chip off fins more than 1/4"
tall. Saw cut joints 1/4 depth of slab spaced 30x
slab thickness within 24 hours of placing.
a. Wood float surfaces to receive quarry tile,
ceramic tile, and terrazzo with full bed
systems.
b. Steel trowel surfaces to receive carpeting,
resilient flooring, seamless flooring, or thin set
tile.
c. Steel trowel surfaces to be left exposed and
apply a chemical hardener after slab has
cured. Apply in 3 diluted coats per
manufacturer's instructions, allowing 24 hours
between coats.
d. Light broom finish all exterior walking surfaces
unless otherwise noted; power floating is
prohibited.
10. All footings are to bear on undisturbed soil or
compacted engineered fill. Engineered fill beneath
floor slabs and over footings should be compacted
to a dry density of at least 95% of the standard
proctor maximum dry density (ASTM D-698). This
minimum compaction requirement should be
increased to 100% for fill supporting footings. All
compaction should be accomplished by placing the
fill in 6" loose lifts and mechanically compacting
each lift to at least the minimum specified dry
density. Field density tests should be performed
on each lift to ensure that adequate compaction is
being achieved.
11. Foundations are designed for normal, stable soil
with an assumed safe bearing pressure of 1,500psf
unless otherwise noted on the structural drawings.
Verify allowable soil bearing pressure at footing
subgrade. Notify the Architect if saturated or other
abnormal conditions.
12. All footing elevations are referenced to finished
floor elevation. Increase footing depths as required
or directed by the Architect.
13. Anchor bolt tolerances are 1/8" center to center,
1/4" group to group. These tolerances must be
maintained for steel to "fit." It is advised that the
Contractor check his subcontractor's work prior to
pouring piers or footings. Verify size & location of
sleeves, openings, embedded items, etc. and
ensure they are in place prior to pour.

A2

1
S1

FOUNDATION PLAN
1/8" = 1'-0"

S1
STRUCTURAL
PLANS
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STAFF REPORT
Garibaldi Grade School Playground Shelter (CU 2020-02)
REVIEWER:

Blake Lettenmaier, Planner Pro Tem

REVIEW BODY:

Planning Commission

DATE & TIME:

May 20, 2020 at 6:30 p.m.

PLACE:

City Community Hall, City Hall, 107 Sixth Street, Garibaldi

APPLICANT:

Neah-Kah-Nie School District #56
Paul Erlebach, Superintendent

REPRESENTATIVE: Brittell Architecture, Inc.
James Fanjoy, Project Architect
35820 7th Street
Nehalem, Oregon 97131
SITE LOCATION:

604 Cypress Avenue
T. 1N, R. 10W, S. 21AB, Tax Lots 08300 and 08700

CASE FILE/SUBJECT: CU 2020-02: Conditional Use to build a structure in the R-1 Zone.
The purpose of the proposed structure is to shelter the existing playground on the
westerly end of the School.
I.
APPLICANT’S REQUEST
A request for a Conditional Use permit to construct a playground shelter structure over a
portion of the existing playground in the R-1 zone. The purpose of the proposed new
structure will be to provide a 4,800 square foot open-sided structure that will cover the
playground so that the students can play outdoors during the rainy season. It will also
serve a secondary role as a place for community members to assemble out of the rain
during a natural disaster.

1

30
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II.

BACKGROUND
Garibaldi's first school (Hobson School) was built in 1896. In 1907 the school was moved close to
where it now stands between Cypress and Driftwood under the big "G". In 1926, the new high
school opened so Garibaldi students no longer had to attend secondary school in Bay City. On
January 30, 1946 the City of Garibaldi was incorporated. In 1954, north Tillamook County high
schools were consolidated as Neah-Kah-Nie High School north of Rockaway Beach. Garibaldi
High School then became a grade school.

III.

APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

IV.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff prepared the following report based on the proposed shelter structure and applicable
regulations, as detailed below.

The substantive criteria under review for this request are specified in Garibaldi
Municipal Code Chapter 18.15; Medium Density Residential Zone, Chapter 18.185;
Conditional Uses and the Garibaldi Comprehensive Plan.

Staff finds there is sufficient evidence in the record upon which an approval can be based
provided the two lots are treated as one with regard to criterion 5 below and other criteria
are addressed as listed in the recommended Conditions of Approval; therefore, staff is
recommending approval of application CU 2020-02 with conditions as found on page 15 of
this staff report.
V.

SECTION 18.15 APPROVAL CRITERIA, STATEMENT OF FACT/FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
The following is a list of the approval criteria applicable to the request. According to Chapter
18.15.030 of the City of Garibaldi Municipal Code (GMC) a Government Structure (GMC
18.15.030 G.) proposed in the R-1 zone must be evaluated against the applicable approval
criteria (GMC 18.185 and GMC 18.15.040). Each criterion is followed by findings or
justification statements.
APPROVAL CRITERION 1.
18.15.030: Conditional uses permitted. In an R-1 zone, the following uses are permitted subject
to the provisions of Chapter 18.185 GMC and GMC 18.15.040:
G. Government structure.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
Government Structure is assumed to be the most analogist term in the GMC for the proposed
structure. The property will continue to be used as a grade school. The proposed new structure
will be a 4,800 square foot open-sided structure that will cover the playground so that the
students can play outdoors during the rainy season. It will also serve a secondary role as a place
for community members to assemble out of the rain during a natural disaster.

2
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CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 2.
18.15.040 Standards and criteria.
In an R-1 zone, the following standards and criteria shall apply to all uses:
A. The minimum lot size for single-family dwellings, modular housing and manufactured
dwellings shall be 5,000 square feet.
B. The minimum lot size for duplexes shall be 7,500 square feet.
C. The minimum lot size for a triplex shall be 10,000 square feet. The minimum lot size for
multifamily dwellings, structures containing four or more dwelling units shall be 10,000 square
feet for the first three dwelling units and 1,500 square feet for each dwelling unit thereafter.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
None of provisions A through C apply.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, these criteria are not applicable.
APPROVAL CRITERION 3.
D. The minimum lot width shall be 30 feet.
E. The minimum front yard shall be 10 feet.
F. The minimum rear yard shall be five feet.
G. The minimum side yard shall be five feet, except on a street side it shall be 10 feet.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The proposed structure complies with the lot sizes and setbacks as shown on the site
plan.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, these criteria are adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 4.
H. The maximum building height shall be 24 feet.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The building height is 21'-9", approximately 2-plus-feet lower than allowed.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.

3
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APPROVAL CRITERION 5.
I. The total amount of the lot on which structures and other impervious surfaces may be
constructed shall not exceed 50 percent.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The lot size for tax lot 21AB 08300 is 68,946 sf. The existing impervious area for tax lot 21 AB
08300 is 48,357 sf. The proposal increases the impervious area along Cypress Avenue by
approximately 225 sf.
The lot size for tax lot 21AB 08700 is 97,840 sf. The existing impervious area for tax lot 21 AB
08700 is 2,804 sf. The proposal increases the impervious area in the northwest corner area of
the proposed structure by approximately 205 sf.
CONCLUSION: The existing impervious area of lot 21AB 08300 is 70.1 % (non-conforming use).
The proposal increases the impervious area to approximately 70.5 %. As proposed, this
criterion is not satisfied.
The existing impervious area of lot 21AB 08700 is 2.9 % (conforming use). The proposal
increases the impervious area to approximately 3.1 %. As proposed, this criterion is satisfied.
If the School District legally combined lots 21AB 08300 and 21AB 08700 into one lot, the
resulting lot size would be 166,786 sf. The existing impervious area of the resulting lot would be
51,161 sf. The proposal would increase the impervious area to approximately 51,591 sf and the
proposed impervious area would be 30.9 %. As proposed, this criterion would be satisfied if the
lots were legally combined.
APPROVAL CRITERION 6.
J. Manufactured dwellings shall meet the requirements of GMC 18.155.010.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
This provision does not apply.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is not applicable.
APPROVAL CRITERION 7.
K. Parking requirements of Chapter 18. 125 GMC shall be adhered to.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
This criterion is addressed below in APPROVAL CRITERION 10.
4
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APPROVAL CRITERION 8.
L. A clear vision area on corner lots shall be provided and maintained pursuant to GMC
18.95.010.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The proposed structure is not within the clear vision area.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 9.
M. Accessory uses and structures shall comply with GMC 18. 135.010. [Ord. 304 Art. 111(2),
2008; Ord. 290 § 3(3.010(3)), 2006.J
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The proposed structure will not be used for human habitation and is not classified as an
accessory structure per 18.135.10
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 10.
Article II. Automobile Parking Standards
18.125.030 Vehicle parking - Minimum standards by use.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
Per GMC Table 18.125.030 a grade school requires 1 space per classroom, or per CU review.
The school has 8 classrooms which requires 8 spaces. Seventeen parking spaces are currently
provided and the site is compliant without any additional spaces. Seven new on-street spaces
will be created.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 10.
18.125.040 Vehicle parking - Minimum accessible parking.
A. Accessible parking shall be provided for all uses in accordance with the standards in Table
18.125.030; parking spaces used to meet the standards in Table 18.125.040, Minimum Number
of Accessible Parking Spaces, shall be counted toward meeting off-street parking requirements
in Table 18. 125.030;

5
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STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
One accessible space is required for 25 or less parking spaces. There is one accessible
space currently, which will continue to serve the new total of 24 spaces.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 11.
B. Such parking shall be located in close proximity to building entrances and shall be designed to
permit occupants of vehicles to reach the entrance on an unobstructed path or walkway;
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The accessible space is located immediately adjacent to the north entrance.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 12.
C. Accessible spaces shall be grouped in pairs where possible;
D. Where covered parking is provided, covered accessible spaces shall be provided in the same
ratio as covered nonaccessible spaces;
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
Provisions C and D are not applicable.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, these criteria are not applicable.
APPROVAL CRITERION 13.
E. Required accessible parking spaces shall be identified with signs and pavement markings
identifying them as reserved for persons with disabilities; signs shall be posted directly in front
of the parking space at a height of no less than 42 inches and no more than 72 inches above
pavement level. Van spaces shall be specifically identified as such.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The existing accessible parking space is identified as required.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 13.
6
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18. 125.050 On-street parking.
On-street parking shall conform to the following standards:
A. Dimensions. The following constitutes one on-street parking space:
1. Parallel parking, each 22 feet of uninterrupted curb;
2. Forty-five or 60 degree diagonal, each with 10 to 12 feet of curb;
3. Ninety degree (perpendicular) parking, each with 12 feet of curb.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
There are 72 feet available for 90° (perpendicular) on-street parking at the area
immediately south of the proposed playground cover, on the north side of Cypress Avenue.
At the 12' curb length stated in GMC 18.125.050 above, that would yield 6 spaces.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied. It is recommended that each
space be designated “Compact Only” with appropriate signage.
APPROVAL CRITERION 14.
8. Location. Parking may be counted toward the minimum standards in Table 18. 125.030 when
it is on the block face abutting the subject land use. An on-street parking space must not
obstruct a required clear vision area and it must not violate any law or street standard.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The additional parking spaces created along Cypress Avenue are not necessary to meet the
parking requirements of this code. They will not obstruct traffic or clear vision areas and will
not violate any law or street standard.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 15.
C. Public Use Required for Credit. On-street parking spaces counted toward meeting the parking
requirements of a specific use may not be used exclusively by that use, but shall be available for
general public use at all times. Signs or other actions that limit general public use of on-street
spacesare prohibited. [Ord. 304 Art. IV(3), 2008; Ord. 290 § 3(4.060(3)(C)), 2006.)
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The new parking spaces along Cypress Ave will be available for general use and not
restricted to school employees.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
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APPROVAL CRITERION 16.
18. 125.060 Shared parking.
18.125.070 Off-site parking.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
This project features neither shared nor off-site parking.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 17.
18. 125.080 General parking standards.
A. Location. Parking is allowed only on streets, within garages, carports, and other structures,
or on driveways or parking lots that have been developed in conformance with this code. Street
parking spaces shall not include space in a vehicle travel lane (including emergency or fire
access lanes), public right-of-way, pedestrian accessway, landscape, or other undesignated
area.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
Parking will only be in parking lots or on-street. No parking will encroach on a vehicle travel
lane.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied. Again, it is recommended that
each space be designated “Compact Only” with appropriate signage.
APPROVAL CRITERION 18.
B. Mixed Uses. If more than one type of land use occupies a single structure or parcel of land,
the total requirements for off-street automobile parking shall be the sum of the requirements
for all uses, unless it can be shown that the peak parking demands are actually less (i.e., the
uses operate on different days or at different times of the day). The city may reduce the total
parking required accordingly through land use review.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
Not applicable, this is a single-use project.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 19.
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C. Availability of Facilities. Owners of off-street parking facilities may post a sign indicating that
all parking on the site is available only for residents, customers, and/or employees. Signs shall
conform to the standards of Chapter 18.120 GMC.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The proposal does not change the availability of off-street parking.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 20.
D. Lighting. Parking areas shall have lighting to provide at least two foot-candles of illumination
over parking spaces and walkways. Light standards shall be directed downward only and
shielded to prevent lighting spillover into any adjacent residential district or use.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
There will be no change to the existing parking lot lighting.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 21.
E. Screening of Parking Areas. Parking spaces shall be located or screened so that headlights do
not shine onto adjacent residential uses. [Ord. 290 § 3(4.060(3)(F)), 2006.)
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
Headlights from cars parking at the new parking area will shine towards the new
retaining wall, blocking glare.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 22.
18. 125.090 Parking stall design and minimum dimensions.
All off-street parking spaces shall be improved to conform to city standards for surfacing, storm
water management, and striping. Standard parking spaces shall conform to the following
standards and the dimensions in Figure 18. 125.090(1), Parking Area Layout, and Figure 18.
125.090(2), Disabled Person Parking Requirements, and Table 18.125. 120, Minimum Required
Bicycle Parking Spaces:
A. Motor vehicle parking spaces shall measure eight feet, six inches wide by 18 feet long or by
16 feet long, with not more than a two-foot overhang when allowed;
B. All parallel motor vehicle parking spaces shall measure eight feet, six inches by 22 feet;
9
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C. Parking area layout shall conform to the dimensions in Figures 18.125.090(1) and (2), and
Table 18. 125.090, Parking Area Layout, below;
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The new parking spaces created along Cypress Street meet these dimensional
requirements.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 22.
D. Parking areas shall conform to Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA) standards for parking
spaces (dimensions, van accessible parking spaces, etc.). Parking structure vertical clearance,
van accessible parking spaces, should refer to federal ADA guidelines; and
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
No new accessible spaces will be created.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 23.
E. Bicycle parking shall be on a two-foot by six-foot minimum concrete pad per bike, or within a
garage or patio of residential use.
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
Per GMC 18.15.030 Conditional uses permitted, item G. Government structure and GMC
18.15.040 Standards and criteria, item K. Parking requirements of Chapter 18.125 GMC shall be
adhered to.
The Applicant’s Narrative states, “There is currently no bicycle parking provided at the school.
The project may change the use of the property or increase the number of occupants beyond
the current conditions, so we propose to not increase the amount of bicycle spaces provided.”
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is not adequately satisfied as relates to bicycle parking.
Staff recommends one per classroom short-term and one per classroom long-term bicycle
parking spaces as per GMC Table 18.125.120.
APPROVAL CRITERION 24.
Article Ill. Bicycle Parking Requirements
18.125.110 Background.
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This article implements part of the Transportation Planning Rule, which requires bicycle parking.
(OAR 660-012-0045)
All uses that are subject to site design review shall provide bicycle parking, in conformance with
the standards in Table 18. 125. 120, and GMC 18.125. 120 through 18. 125. 190. [Ord. 290 §
3(4.060(4)),
2006.)
18. 125.120 Minimum required bicycle parking spaces: Uses shall provide long- and short-term
bicycle parking spaces, as designated in Table 18.125. 120. Where two options are provided
(e.g., two spaces, or one per eight bedrooms), the option resulting in more bicycle parking is
used.
Schools, grades 2-5: 1 per classroom
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
Per GMC 18.15.030 Conditional uses permitted, item G. Government structure and GMC
18.15.040 Standards and criteria, item K. Parking requirements of Chapter 18.125 GMC shall be
adhered to.
The Applicant’s Narrative states, “There is currently no bicycle parking provided at the school.
The project may change the use of the property or increase the number of occupants beyond
the current conditions, so we propose to not increase the amount of bicycle spaces provided.”
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is not adequately satisfied as relates to bicycle parking.
Staff recommends one per classroom short-term and one per classroom long-term bicycle
parking spaces as per GMC Table 18.125.120.
APPROVAL CRITERION 25.
Article IV. Loading Areas
18. 125.220 Applicability.
This article applies to residential projects with 50 or more dwelling units, and nonresidential and
mixed-use buildings with 20,000 square feet or more total floor area. [Ord. 290 § 3(4.060(5)(B)),
2006.)
18. 125.230 Number of loading spaces.
A. Residential Buildings. Buildings where all of the floor area is in residential use shall meet the
following standards:
1. Fewer than 50 dwelling units on a site that abuts a local street: No loading spaces are
required.
2. All other buildings: One space.
8. Nonresidential and Mixed-Use Buildings. Buildings where any floor area is in nonresidential
use shall meet the following standards:
1. Less than 20,000 square feet total floor area: No loading spaces required.
2. Twenty thousand to 50,000 square feet of total floor area: One loading space.
3. More than 50,000 square feet of total floor area: Two loading spaces. [Ord. 290 §
3(4.060(5)(C)),2006.)
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
11
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This is a nonresidential building with 43,304sf so one loading space is required. A
loading space already exists on the east end of the school, near the cafeteria.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 26.
18. 125.240 Size of spaces.
Required loading spaces shall be at least 35 feet long and 10 feet wide, and shall have a height
clearance of at least 13 feet. [Ord. 290 § 3(4.060(5)(0)), 2006.)
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The exiting space meets these requirements.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 27.
18.125.250 Placement, setbacks, and landscaping.
Loading areas shall conform to the setback and perimeter landscaping standards in Divisions II
and III of this title. Where parking areas are prohibited between a building and the street,
loading areas are also prohibited. The decision body may approve a loading area adjacent to or
within the street right-of-way through site design review or conditional use permit review, as
applicable, where it finds that loading and unloading operations are short in duration (i.e., less
than one hour), do not obstruct traffic during peak traffic hours, or interfere with emergency
response service. [Ord. 290 § 3(4.060(5)(E)), 2006.]
STATEMENTS OF FACT AND FINDINGS:
The existing loading area conforms.
CONCLUSION: As proposed, this criterion is adequately satisfied.
APPROVAL CRITERION 28.
18. 185.020 Conditional use review criteria.
Before a conditional use is approved, findings will be made that the use will comply with the
following standards:
A. The proposed use is consistent with the policies of the comprehensive plan.
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CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT: The conditional use process notifies property owners within 200 feet
of the project property and publishes a public notice in the local newspaper, both advising of a
public hearing and citizen involvement.
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT PATTERN: The proposed project is a non-residential land use
located in a residential area. However, the use has existed near there since 1907. The proposed
shelter may impact adjacent residential areas as relates to scenic views.
AIR AND WATER QUALITY POLICIES: The proposed project does not adversely impact air and
water quality.
RECREATION & OPEN SPACE RESOURCES: The Garibaldi Elementary School, owned by the
Neah-Kah-Nie School District, has playground equipment and a playfield area. Recreational
facilities on the site include a soccer field, an informal ball field backstop and children’s
playground equipment. Providing shelter over the playground is consistent with recreation
goals.
HOUSING: The proposed project does not impact housing.
HAZARDS: The proposed project does have retaining walls with railings on top. All walls should
have railings on top as per Oregon State Building Code.
ENERGY: The proposed project does not significantly impact energy policies.
URBAN GROWTH BOUNDARY: Not applicable
PUBLIC FACILITIES: Stormwater calculations provided by the Applicant’s engineer indicate there
is adequate downstream capacity.
TRANSPORTATION: The proposed project land use does not negatively impact existing or
planned transportation facilities.
COASTAL SHORELANDS: Not applicable
ECONOMY: The proposed project will supply construction work.
B. The location, size, design and operating characteristics of the proposed use are such that the
development will have a minimum impact on surrounding properties.
There will be no additional automobile or pedestrian traffic generated as a result of
this proposal. Noises generated will be limited to children playing, which is an existing
situation. No additional dust, smells, or vibrations will be generated. Due to the slope
of the hill above, the new structure will not shade adjacent properties.
C. The use will not generate excessive traffic when compared to the traffic generated by uses
permitted outright and adjacent streets have the capacity to accommodate the traffic
.generated.
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The new playground shelter will generate no additional traffic, as it will be used by
students that are already attending the school for classes.
D. Public facilities and services are adequate to accommodate the proposed use.
There are already facilities and services in place to serve the students of the school,
and no additional occupants will be generated by the addition of this playground
shelter.
E. The site's physical characteristics in terms of topography, soils and other pertinent
considerations are appropriate for the intended use.
The site is already benched for the current playground. Engineered retaining walls will
be provided to further stabilize the adjacent slopes. The loads imposed on the soils by
the structure will be relatively light, with the limits described in the Oregon Structural
Specialty Code.
F. The site has adequate area to accommodate the proposed use. The site layout has been
designed to provide appropriate access points, on-site drives, parking areas, loading areas,
storage facilities, setbacks, buffers, utilities or other facilities which are required by city
ordinances or desired by the applicant. [Ord. 290 § 3(6.020), 2006.}
The site will maintain many of the pedestrian circulation routes already used for the
playground, including access to the existing school and upper playground. The project
area will be compliant with the Americans with Disabilities Act. There will be a
separate access route and gate for lawn maintenance equipment. The applicant has
coordinated with TPUD to remove two redundant light poles.
VI.

STAFF SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The Planning Commission should carefully consider the request including the application
materials, written testimony on record, and testimony presented at the public hearing. After
considering the application materials and testimony as it relates to the applicable criteria, the
Planning Commission will need to make a decision on the request.
If the Planning Commission determines that the proposal meets the applicable standards of the
Garibaldi Municipal Code pertaining to conditional uses, Medium Density Residential Zone
standards and criteria, parking standards, and other applicable criteria, it can move to approve
the request. A motion to approve the request can rely on those responses/proposed findings
offered in the application materials to support the decision.
If necessary, the Planning Commission can continue the public hearing in order to obtain
additional information to facilitate a decision on the matter. If the hearing is continued, the
public hearing should be given a date, time and place certain to avoid the need for additional
public hearing notice.
A decision to approve or deny the request will be subject to a 10-day appeal period that will
14
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begin after written findings and a Final Order to support the decision have been signed by the
Acting Planning Commission Chair.
VII.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION
Staff has reviewed the application materials and believes that the application demonstrates
that the proposal is in conformance with the substantive criteria pertinent to the request
should the proposed conditions of approval be executed. The Planning Commission can make a
motion that application be approved, with reliance on the applicant’s submitted materials,
written narrative responses to the criteria, staff’s findings and the proposed conditions of
approval to support a determination that the applicable criteria have been met.
A motion to deny the request should set forth the general facts and rationale for the decision
and direct staff to prepare the final order for the decision.
Staff recommends that a Planning Commission member MOVE to approve the application by
Neah-Kan-Nie School District #56, for Case File #CU-2020-02, to authorize a conditional use
permit to construct a playground shelter residential use, based on the information in the
application, as presented within the staff report, subject to recommended conditions of
approval in the Case File Staff Report, and direct staff to prepare a final order for this approval
to be signed by the Acting Planning Commission Chair.

VIII.

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL
In the event of an approval, staff recommends the following conditions be incorporated into
the decision. Additional or amended conditions of approval may be necessary to ensure that
the use will be consistent with the City’s land-use ordinances, and to ensure compatibility with
adjacent or nearby uses.
1. Approval is based upon the submitted plan. Any substantial change in the approved plan
shall be submitted to the City of Garibaldi as a new application for a conditional use.
2. Neah-Kan-Nie School District # 56 shall combine lots 21AB 08300 and 21AB 08700 into one
lot.
3. The proposed parking spaces to be constructed shall each be marked with Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) specified “Compact Cars Only” signs.
4. Neah-Kan-Nie School District # 56 shall provide one per classroom short-term and one per
classroom long-term bicycle parking spaces as per GMC Table 18.125.120. 18. Bicycle
parking shall not impede or create a hazard to pedestrians. Areas set aside for bicycle
parking shall be clearly marked and reserved for bicycle parking only. Any signs shall be in
conformance with applicable standards of GMC Chapter 18.120.
5. The maximum building height shall be limited to 21'-9" above the existing playground
asphalt elevation.
6. All work in the public right-of-way shall conform to GMC Chapter 13.30 Public Engineering
Standards.
7. All retaining walls shall have railings on top as per Oregon State Building Code.
8. All outdoor lighting shall be full cut-off fixtures (dark sky friendly).
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Submitted by:
Blake Lettenmaier
Garibaldi City Engineer/Public Works Director/Project Manager/Planner Pro Tem
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F R O M TH E DE SK O F

MIC H E L E A E D E R

May 17, 2020
Garibaldi Planning Commission

Dear Members,

I am writing to you as a citizen of Garibaldi as well as a School Board Member for the
Neah-Kah-Nie School District in support of the covered play area at Garibaldi
Elementary School. Our kids can benefit from being able to access the outside for
recess when it is raining. You all know it rains a lot in in Garibaldi. The gym can then be
used for other activities including physical education and music when some of the
kids are at recess.
I also support the additional parking spaces as the school is lacking adequate parking
near the building.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,

Michele Aeder

Copy: Paul Erlebach Superintendent
Neah-Kah-Nie School District

6 0 2 3 RD ST, G A R I BA LDI , O R 9 7 1 1 8 5 0 3 3 2 2 - 3 2 0 0
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Hello,
I am writing this letter in support of the covered playground structure at GGS. We live in
Garibaldi and our child attends Garibaldi Grade School as a third grader.

I believe that now, more than ever our children are in need of outdoor activities they can do
year-round. This structure will allow more recesses to be outside even on a rainy day! As it
sits now they are forced to keep kids inside their classrooms/gym on the days the weather
is wet, which in our area seems to happen quite often.
Our children spend enough time inside as it is, please help with approving this structure as
it will be such a benefit to the children in our community.
This has been a rough year for all concerned, a little light in these dark times would be
amazing!

Sincerely,
Catherine, Jason, and Easton Lewis.
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Planning Commission Chair and Commissioners,
I would like to start by stating that I have never attended a Planning Commission Meeting in the past as it
is not my place on Council. Please forgive me as I was unawares of a time limit on Public Comment or
that Public Comment was not preferred. I understand that my questions/concerns are lengthy as I did not
wish to leave any information/concerns/Code out, to be as clear as possible. I have been working on this
since I received Public Notice in the mail and, with shared resources in our home, my sons education has
been put on the front burner. We often receive Public Comment the day of meeting and if their testimony
needs more than the allotted time, we have allowed for it, upwards of 10 or more minutes. So I apologize
as again, not having previously attended a Planning Commission Meeting and seen the procedure. I
speak today not as a party of Council but as a home/landowner that has received Public Notice on a
project that could impact mine and neighboring properties. I greatly appreciate your time.
In this written document I have supplied information from the Comprehensive Plan, the City Zoning
Ordinance as well as the statements from the Architects report of the Application and responses from the
Staff Report which will be in bold. Any items not in bold will be my question and/or concern as to issues
not being met/addressed under either criteria (Comp. Plan, Comm. Develop. Pattern and Zoning).
Item 1:
Page 5 of Architect Report (AR)
- I ask that the option of having bicycle parking be put in place. There are several students that bike to
school and as of date there are no designated bicycle parking areas on the school site.
- Though it is not a stipulation in regards to this application, how does 18.95.010 - Clear Vision Area not
apply? Has a traffic impact study been done to justify? Since there is no stop sign at 8th street as it joins
Cypress, there is no pause in traffic from 8th to Cypress. Is there a potential for safety as vehicles are
pulling in/out of spaces, children are running around vehicles? Again, has a traffic impact study been
done? I have already had to request the school place a lock on the road access fence on the Cypress side to
keep several children from using it as a ramp on their bikes (they were riding into traffic from school
property onto Cypress and witnessed several times where children were coming into close contact with
moving vehicles from both street directions). Though I know this access will not longer be available with the
new site plan, there will still be persons around the area walking, biking, driving; how do we know this will
not increase?
Item 2:
Page 6 of Architect Report (AR)
18.185.020 Conditional use review criteria.

Before a conditional use is approved, findings will be made that the use will comply with the
following standards:
A. The proposed use is consistent with the policies of the comprehensive plan.
- I do not feel that the application has satisfied the requirements of the Comprehensive plan.
B. The location, size, design and operating characteristics of the proposed use are such that the
development will have a minimum impact on surrounding properties.
- Again, has a traffic study been done to asses whether or not there will be an increase of traffic due to a
now covered structure? Especially during the cold rainy winter months? As I have concern that it may
generate additional foot and vehicle traffic.
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- If the structure is going to be limited to school use, how can we ensure that it is not open to the public?
At the same time, if the project is publicly funded, how could the statement be made that no other persons
or groups will access the structure? I currently have persons accessing my property from school grounds
even though I have placed a "Private Property No Trespassing" sign on that end of my property. How is
this going to change with a new structure? Will it increase? What security measures will be put into place
that already illegal behavior (persons smoking, drinking, using recreational substances) on school
grounds does not increase? Will there be security features (ie: cameras, locks on gates, additional
fencing, walls)? I do not see anywhere in the current plans a design for a wall abutting adjoining
properties where there is existing foot traffic (outside of school hours). I do not feel it should be the
burden of City, County or residents to monitor for additional or increased delinquent behavior that is
already taking place. I feel the application fails to meet this portion of the Comprehensive Plan and I ask
the Planning Commission make an adjoining wall for neighboring residential properties as a condition of
approval as well as security protocols (ie: cameras, a security plan).
- At the previous meeting and on the submitted plans, Architect Fanjoy reiterated that there will be a
partial wall on the North end. Is it not the case then that a wall could be extended to protect all
neighboring residential properties? Also, in the case of a cut out on the North side; according to the
existing plans, has a study been done by an engineer showing that between the new wall, existing slope
and my neighbors wall, the increased water flow will not effect the slope above? As the layout is currently,
debris and high volumes of water from the North and West end slopes are able to flow freely onto the
basketball court. If there is a space between these two walls would this not channel more of the debris
between these two walls and potentially create a river of sorts between these two walls? Overtime could
an increase of water flow between these two wall potentially cause my neighbors retaining wall to fail?
Would the current drainage be able to handle an increase of water flow and debris? Will there become as
excess pooling of water and debris from the West slope into the structure? As a homeowner when I
purchased my home, I had done the necessary research needed to find what type of impact my home
would have on the school in the event of liquefaction due to an earthquake. There is high probability that
the surrounding properties will effect the school. In a large seismic event, will the structure even be
accessible for an emergency meeting space? Has the applicant had a geological study done to show
otherwise? I ask that the Planning Commission request a survey/report be generated from an engineer or
qualified professional to show that the construction will not effect neighboring properties.

- Has a sound test been done to test that a metal structure will not generate additional noise? How can a
statement be made that "Noises generated will be limited to children playing, which is an existing situation
(AR)". With the newly released CDC guidelines pertaining to the reopening of schools in the fall
( https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/schools.html ), there is a
section pertaining to ventilation and fresh air. As I have witnessed in years passed the classrooms on the
West end do try to keep windows open especially during hotter days since there is no air conditioning in
the school. Often times teachers will close their windows during outside play/recess due to noise. Has
there been any studies done to show that a now adjoining partially enclosed metal structure will not effect
the classrooms? Will noise be amplified in that section of the school and affect concentration of students
and staff? That sound will not be amplified to neighboring properties?
- Has a line of site study/report been generated stating that the structure will not shade adjoining
properties as it states in the AR? The city staff report (page 13) states under "Community Development
Pattern" Goal 3 of the Garibaldi Comprehensive Plan: "The proposed project is a non-residential land use
located in a residential area. However, the use has existed near there since 1907. The proposed shelter
may impact adjacent residential areas as related to scenic views". What will be done about the impacted
view of mine and neighboring properties when the application is not an outright permitted use? Why
should neighboring residential properties accept an imposition? Doesn't the Planning Commission have to
take into consideration all landowners, especially in a conditional use application? My neighbors and I
suggest a condition to bring down the height of the structure to a standard that will not impact adjacent
homes. My home was built in 1905, the first portion of the school was built in 1926 therefore the schools
construction imposed on my homes site, not the other way around. I understand that both were built prior
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to Garibaldi zoning was put in place; however, the school is a conditional use while my home (and
neighboring properties) is/are an outright permitted use.
I ask that the Planning Commission request that traffic, noise, usage, line of site studies/facts be
submitted as a condition of approval before these statements can be accepted without proof and to
ensure compliance with Goal 3 of the Comprehensive Plan.
C. The use will not generate excessive traffic when compared to the traffic generated by uses
permitted outright and adjacent streets have the capacity to accommodate the traffic generated.
- As I also stated above in section B: So if I understand this correctly, the shelter will not be for public
use? Be used by public after school hours? Again, how can the school (presumably) use public funds for
private use? If will be for public use, would not then Section D under 18.185.020 apply? If the shelter will
not be open for public use, I ask again how do we know it will not generate additional foot and vehicle
traffic? Has there been a study done showing that the surrounding streets can accommodate for a
potential increase in traffic? Our street already has issues with parking when there have been school and
non-school related activities in the school soccer field, which have included vehicles blocking and partially
blocking access to my carport. Has any information been provided to the Planning Commission in regard
to this information? I again ask that a traffic impact study be provided to the Planning Commission in this
regard.
In closing:
When I purchased my home I knew I was purchasing it next to a Grade School, a school I am proud to
say my son attends and that I volunteer many hours at. I also understand that I do not own "air rights".
However, the application is not for an Outright Permitted Use, it is a Conditional Use on top of an existing
Conditional Use. I purchased my home next to a Grade School, not a public Recreation Center.
What is the Planning Commission going to do to that Goal 3 of the Comprehensive Plan has been met? I
have outlined several points of what should be implemented to ensure the protection of all parties; the
School District, Students and Staff can enjoy the expansion all the while protecting neighboring properties
rights and citizens of the community tax dollars (presumably) funding the project. The Planning
Commission should seriously take this application in consideration with the conditions to meet Goal 3 so
that the Community Development Plan is consistent with that of the Comprehensive Plan.
Thank you for your time,
Melissa Elmore

613 Driftwood Avenue
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Date: 26 May, 2020
To:

Garibaldi planning commission

Re:

Responses to testimony, Garibaldi Grade School playground shelter

Thank you for taking the time to review our application for conditional use. What follows are
our responses to testimony given in regards to this application. If you have any questions,
please don’t hesitate to contact me.
Address:
Tax Lot:
Applicants:
Owner:
Zoning:

604 Cypress Ave, Garibaldi
1N10W21AB #08300 & #08700
Neah-Kah-Nie School District #56
Same
R-1 (Residential)

(Testimony from others appear in italics)
Staff report dated 5/20/2020
We will comply with the conditions of approval listed in section VIII, which include:
• legally combining the two lots
• installing Compact Cars Only signage
• providing bicycle parking as described
• all work in the right of way will meet GMC 13.30
• all retaining walls will comply with the current edition of the Oregon Structural
Specialty Code
• all outdoor lighting will be dark sky friendly.
Testimony by Melissa Elmore

I ask that the option of having bicycle parking be put in place. There are several students that bike to
school and as of date there are no designated bicycle parking areas on the school site

We will provide bicycle parking as described in the recommended approval conditions.
Though it is not a stipulation in regards to this application, how does 18.95.010 - Clear Vision Area not
apply? Has a traffic impact study been done to justify?

The project does not impact any clear vision areas as described in 18.95.10, as no work is to
be done near the intersection of 6th and Cypress. A traffic study would be irrelevant.
Is there a potential for safety as vehicles are pulling in/out of spaces, children are running around
vehicles?

The parking arrangement shown complies with parking lot requirements listed in the Garibaldi
Municipal Code. Similar parking arrangements exist elsewhere in Garibaldi. The school will
provide supervision of children during peak times such as arrival, recess, and dismissal.
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Has a traffic study been done to asses whether or not there will be an increase of traffic due to a now
covered structure? Especially during the cold rainy winter months?

The playground is currently used by the school, as well as incidental use by community
members after hours. The district will continue to make this playground available to the
community during non-school hours. There is no planned increase in student enrollment, and
after hours users make up a tiny percentage of the overall use for this area. A Traffic Impact
Analysis (TIA) would provide no significant data for a project this small, and would be an
inappropriate use of taxpayer money.
I currently have persons accessing my property from school grounds even though I have placed a
"Private Property No Trespassing" sign on that end of my property. How is this going to change with a
new structure?

The site is accessed through sidewalks and drives connected to the public right of way. No
foot traffic will be routed through adjacent properties.
Will there be security features (ie: cameras, locks on gates, additional fencing, walls)?

Security cameras will be installed on the new structure.
At the previous meeting and on the submitted plans, Architect Fanjoy reiterated that there will be a
partial wall on the North end. Is it not the case then that a wall could be extended to protect all
neighboring residential properties?

The retaining wall is designed to hold back the hillside, and is level with the grade when
viewed from the north. It is not designed to provide any visual separation to the neighboring
properties. The project will not change the current level of visual separation between
properties.
In the case of a cut out on the North side; according to the existing plans, has a study been done by an
engineer showing that between the new wall, existing slope and my neighbors wall, the increased
water flow will not effect the slope above? As the layout is currently, debris and high volumes of
water from the North and West end slopes are able to flow freely onto the basketball court. If there
is a space between these two walls would this not channel more of the debris between these two
walls and potentially create a river of sorts between these two walls? Overtime could an increase of
water flow between these two wall potentially cause my neighbors retaining wall to fail? Would the
current drainage be able to handle an increase of water flow and debris? Will there become as excess
pooling of water and debris from the West slope into the structure?

The areas above the retaining walls, as well as the new playground surface, will be served by
foundation and surface drains that will carry away stormwater to the municipal stormwater
system. A stormwater study was performed by a civil engineer and is on record with the city.
In a large seismic event, will the structure even be accessible for an emergency meeting space?

The retaining walls, foundations, and building structure have all been designed by a licensed
structural engineer and comply with the latest seismic provisions of ASCE7 and the Oregon
Structural Specialty Code.
Has there been any studies done to show that a now adjoining partially enclosed metal structure will
not effect the classrooms? Will noise be amplified in that section of the school and affect
concentration of students and staff? That sound will not be amplified to neighboring properties?
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No sound study has been performed. Classrooms do not have windows that face towards the
new playground structure, thereby minimizing any effects on students and staff. The sound of
children playing has been a part of this neighborhood for nearly a century.
Has a line of site study/report been generated stating that the structure will not shade adjoining
properties as it states in the AR?

A computerized solar model was constructed that demonstrates the structure will not shade
adjoining properties.
What will be done about the impacted view of mine and neighboring properties when the application
is not an outright permitted use? Why should neighboring residential properties accept an imposition?

The Zoning provisions of the GMC are designed to protect the rights of all landowners by
setting forth a fair set of standards that apply to all properties. This is done by regulating
building height, setbacks, lot coverage, and so forth. The Code does not guarantee that a
property owner will be immune to every change to a neighbor’s property that could affect
theirs, or that an existing condition a property owner enjoys now must maintained in
perpetuity by their neighbor.
The new proposed project at Garibaldi Grade School will have some impact on the view of
some of the adjoining properties. This view is not protected anywhere in the laws of
Garibaldi. Instead, the laws list specific requirements that must be met by the school district
in the way it exercises its own property rights. The district desired the goodwill of
neighboring landowners and will make concessions where it can to accommodate their wishes,
but the school’s first priority is to act in a manner it deems to be in the best interest of the
students, while complying with the laws, codes, and ordinances that have jurisdiction. This
project complies with the rules set forth in the Garibaldi Municipal Code, and will provide
benefit to the children and citizens of Garibaldi.

Respectfully Submitted,

James M Fanjoy
Project Architect
Brittell Architecture Inc.
35820 7th St, Nehalem OR 97131
(360) 636-5074
jim@brittellarch.com
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Subject: Proposed playground covering
Garibaldi City Planning Commission
We are writing this letter in opposition to the proposed covered playground project. The
application is for a conditional use in an R1 zoning. Our opposition is due to the fact it will
destroy our view and severely have an impact on the value of our property. Our total view on the
first level will be destroyed and the upper story will be standing only to see the bay and
docks. The first floor view will be a wall on opposite side of property. Not only will it effect
our view but will increase the noise level. We purchased this house 2 years ago and a large
selling point was the awesome view. Under a conditional use my understanding is that
consideration was to be made in regards to residents view.
If this structure is to be for the grade school kids why does it need to be 21 feet high. I
understand the need for height for basketball if it were for high school but grade school kids do
not need the height. Why is more parking needed because of a covered playground? I have heard
that it is going to be open to the public also. That’s means after hours activity and a later noise
issue.
To mitigate my concerns is that the height needs to be reduced so our upper story still has a full
view and some way to reduce the noise level
I also believe during these times of uncertainty the funds could be put to a better use.

Thank you for your consideration
Gaylord (Whitey) & Melissa Forsman
615 Driftwood Ave

